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p
rogress is mea-

sured in many 

ways. For the 

strategy that acceler-

ated the redevelopment 

of downtown, an indica-

tor of a step forward is a 

step sideways on down-

town sidewalks. 

over the past decade, 

downtown sidewalks 

have become busier, re-

quiring pedestrians to dodge each other. it’s a 

good sign, one that recalls a week 10 years ago, 

when Plan baton rouge began with gatherings at 

the old state capitol. 

at the community design meetings, called char-

rettes, residents envisioned a new future for their 

downtown. they dreamed of small and big things, 

of roads that flowed better, of restaurants alive 

with talk, of an arts center like no other. From 

those meetings, architect and town planner andres 

duany crafted Plan baton rouge, a blueprint for re-

viving the place where the city began. 

Plan baton rouge has defied the low expecta-

tions of such plans. ten years on, partly because of 

the plan, more than $1.5 billion in investments have 

occurred in downtown and $300 million more are 

on the way. downtown baton rouge is busy with 

life, not only during the day, but also in the eve-

ning, when people descend on the area for dinner, 

drinks, dancing and discussions.

they come to the shaw center for the arts, 

which duany scripted in Plan baton rouge as 

a southern guggenheim crafted from the auto 

hotel. because of a partnership among city, state, 

business and nonprofit leaders, the result was 

grander—a $55 million modern building that draws 

people to the Lsu Museum of art, the Manship 

theatre, restaurants and public spaces. 

Meanwhile, business pioneers have revived third 

street, which is now lined with restaurants, clubs 

and businesses. 

on north street, the state consolidated offices 

in art deco buildings that reflect the architecture 

of the Louisiana capitol. agreeing with Plan baton 

rouge’s recommendations to create lively ground 

floors, new state garages house the Main street 

Market and a YMca. 

downtown’s rebirth is continuing. 

cranes, as you see on the cover of this issue, are 

building a new courthouse, which will balance the 

state capitol at the other end of Fourth street, an-

other recommendation of Plan baton rouge. Mike 

wampold is constructing ii city Plaza, providing 

necessary top-line office space to a burgeoning 

downtown. new projects have been revealed for 

the waterfront, and i’m certain more are quietly be-

ing developed for downtown.

Yet, there is more work to do, which is why the 

city, Fannie Mae Foundation, the baton rouge area 

Foundation, the downtown development district, 

the downtown business association and the baton 

rouge area convention and visitors bureau are 

ChRiStel C. SlaughteR Ph.d.FROMThEChaiR

ten years on, partly because of Plan 
baton rouge, more than $1.5 billion in 
investments have occurred in downtown 
and $300 million more are on the way.
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funding Plan baton rouge Phase two.

an urban land design firm was chosen for the 

second phase, which started in July. the ddd and 

the center for Planning excellence will manage the 

process. 

Pbr Phase two will recommend how invest-

ments in downtown can be enhanced. the planning 

firm, working with a veteran group of planners, 

economists, landscape architects and others, will 

provide a scheme for the years ahead by conduct-

ing a retail market study, determining how residen-

tial, commercial and public spaces work together 

and recommending incentives to boost private 

development. 

the original Plan baton rouge did far more than 

was intended. it demonstrated that planning can 

foster more livable communities. because of that, 

planning has expanded across the region. For in-

stance, after katrina, the Foundation helped to 

create the center for Planning excellence. the 

nonprofit spearheaded Louisiana speaks, a post-

katrina regional strategy for south Louisiana. 

cPeX also has arranged for town planning in 

Lake charles and has worked on designs for west 

Feliciana and tangipahoa parishes, among others. 

Meantime, back in baton rouge, cPeX and the 

Foundation are working in old south baton rouge, 

the neighborhoods between Lsu and downtown. 

as in downtown, there is promise in old south br. 

new housing and businesses are rising in the area. 

soon, the sidewalks will become busy with neigh-

bors, children riding their bikes and new people 

who have chosen to make the historic neighbor-

hood their own.

thank you,

christel c. slaughter, Ph.d.
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the baton rouge area Foundation is a community 

foundation that takes advantage of opportunities 

to improve the quality of life in the capital region. 

we do so by providing two essential functions. 

one, the Foundation connects philanthropists 

with capable nonprofits to make sure the needs 

of our communities are met. For example, our 

donors support the shaw center for the arts 

and buy eyeglasses for needy children. two, 

the Foundation invests in and manages pivotal 

projects to improve the region. our Plan baton 

rouge initiative spearheaded the downtown 

revitalization plan and now is working to revive 

old south baton rouge. For more information, 

contact Mukul verma at mverma@braf.org.
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Our donors have…Planned a new Baton rouge 
downtown…Funded a safehouse for runaway children…

Partnered to build the shaw Center for the Arts…

they believe $200 million over four decades 
to improve lives is a start…that more good must 
be done…Cities need smarter planning to make 

traffic flow…Children need more schools that think 
differently…Hearts need more live jazz.

Join our donors to create the next great place.
If you don’t do it, who will?

Find out how to open a charitable fund by calling 
Jake Holinga at 225.387.6126.

Hilton Capitol Center shaw Center for the Arts

Youth Oasis
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the baton rouge area Foundation is among 

more than 700 community foundations across 

the country. we work to improve the quality 

of life for all people in the region. we do so in 

two ways. 

First, we connect philanthropists with excep-

tional nonprofits to make sure the needs of our 

neighbors are met. our donors, for instance, 

fund safe havens for abused women and chil-

dren, provide vaccinations to prevent cancer 

and pay for teacher supplies. Last year, we pro-

vided thousands of grants worth $18.8 million. 

second, the Foundation invests in and man-

ages pivotal projects. working with partners, 

we have revitalized downtown baton rouge, 

are rebuilding neighborhoods between down-

town and Lsu, supporting the improvement 

of public education through experimental 

schools, creating an economic corridor across 

south Louisiana and much more.

Who we serve: we conduct projects and pro-

vide grants in eight parishes in south central 

Louisiana: ascension, east baton rouge, west 

baton rouge, east Feliciana, west Feliciana, 

iberville, Livingston and Pointe coupée. 

the Foundation also works in st. tammany, 

tangipahoa, washington and st. helena par-

ishes through the northshore community 

Foundation, a support organization that op-

erates independently from a home base in 

Mandeville. this year, the Foundation started 

providing support services to the community 

Foundation of southwest Louisiana. based in 

Lake charles, that foundation serves calcasieu, 

beauregard, allen, cameron and Jefferson 

davis parishes.

How we work: the Foundation is funded in 

several ways. one key way is through gener-

ous people who choose to start donor-advised 

funds at the Foundation to provide grants to 

nonprofit groups and community projects. 

Philanthropists can start a tax-deductible char-

itable fund for $10,000. To learn more about 

charitable funds, call Jake Holinga, director of 

donor services, at 225.387.6126.

the Foundation also is funded through earn-

ings on unrestricted assets, which were do-

nated by philanthropists and grow over time.

among Foundation assets is the wilbur 

Marvin Foundation, which is comprised of real 

estate left by the late wilbur Marvin. those 

real estate assets include the hilton hotel in 

baton rouge, as well as shopping centers in 

Louisiana, Florida and Puerto rico. the real 

estate assets are managed by commercial 

Properties realty trust. 

What’s our size: at year-end 2007, the 

Foundation had estimated assets of $568 

million, making it among the top-30 larg-

est community foundations in the coun-

try and the largest in the gulf south. donors 

of the Foundation have provided the as-

sets over more than 40 years. since 1964, the 

Foundation has issued $210 million in grants to 

support our community. also, the Foundation 

has contracted with for-profit organizations to 

provide social benefits to the region, such as 

guidance on health care reform and direction 

on whether to build a new airport or invest in 

our existing ones.

More information about the Foundation 

is available at braF.org or by calling Mukul 

verma at 225.387-6126.

about us
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lEaDiN

Imo’s bridge >> 
what a beautiful place, 

and most people in baton 

rouge don’t know it ex-

ists. but a planned expansion 

should provide Lsu’s hilltop 

arboretum with a higher pro-

file, while letting it teach 

more people how to make 

their gardens grow.

the arboretum is 14 acres 

hidden on highland road 

between siegen Lane and 

bluebonnet boulevard. 

donated by emory smith, a 

postal worker who lived with 

his family on the property, the 

arboretum has ponds, native 

plants, a bridge, an open-air 

pavilion and offices. 

there will be more, for 

the Friends of Lsu hilltop 

arboretum have already 

raised $1 million toward a $1.8 

million campaign to add an 

enclosed building, a second 

bridge and an outdoor court-

yard. the building was part of 

the original plan, but funding 

was difficult to secure. 

before she died last year, 

imo brown, through the baton 

rouge area Foundation, pro-

vided a $500,000 gift to-

ward the bridge and building. 

her donation started a new 

round of fundraising aimed 

at completing the original 

plan. other donors of the 

Foundation, including founder 

John barton, sue and bert 

turner and dudley coates, 

donated to the building as 

well. 

cathy coates, president 

of the Friends of the hilltop 

arboretum nonprofit, says the 

building will be a multipur-

pose education facility with a 

catering kitchen. “and it will 

be Leed certified.” 

brown’s funds will pay for 

a bridge to cross a ravine and 

start a path around the prop-

erty. other hilltop donors, 

former Lsu chancellor Paul 

Murrill and wife 

nancy, have pro-

vided $28,000 to 

build a path on the 

property. 

construction of 

the projects could 

begin early next 

year.

“when we make 

this a destination site, that’s 

when we sit back and re-

lax and enjoy the show,” said 

Peggy davis, executive direc-

tor of hilltop. • 

Indicators Phase 
II >> a donnybrook was 

avoided, but the final com-

munity meeting of the 

Foundation’s indicators proj-

ect produced some spirited 

debates over an unlikely topic 

—which statistics should be 

used to measure the quality 

of life. 

at the gathering of 70, 

some got carried away, ignor-

ing the instructions to pick 

more than the requested five 

indicators for topics to be 

measured. it’s ok to be exu-

berant, for the project, named 

baton rouge citystats, will 

produce an important result 

To the existing pavilion overlooking the pond, lSu’s hilltop arboretum will 
add a building, bridges and more. 
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CalCuluS

 5.08%

—an improved parish for all 

people. 

br citystats will tell our 

community how far we’ve 

come, where we are and 

where we need to go. it will 

do so with about 60 indica-

tors that measure health, en-

vironment, social well-being, 

education, public safety, in-

frastructure, arts and culture 

and more. 

the first indicators report 

will be released in early 2009. 

the Foundation will use the 

indicators to help guide mil-

lions in annual grants, focus-

ing resources on solving the 

problems revealed by the sta-

tistics. the information is ex-

pected to guide other groups 

and local government as well. 

before the indicators were 

chosen, people attending the 

meetings came up with a vi-

sion for the community. the 

indicators will drive the com-

munity to that vision. 

the baton rouge area 

chamber has been contracted 

by the Foundation to gather 

the data and do a support-

ing survey. the Foundation 

will take over in fall, writing 

the first annual report. next 

year, the Foundation expects 

to bring the community to-

gether to begin solving prob-

lems that are made evident 

by the indicators. •

Nip/Tuck in OSBR 
>> ingram’s will get a new 

face. as will four other busi-

nesses in old south baton 

rouge, thanks to funding 

from capital one and the 

east baton rouge Mortgage 

Finance authority.

those organizations gave 

money for façade improve-

ments in osbr, an area be-

tween Lsu and downtown 

that is being revived by the 

Foundation and partners. 

in May, the grants were 

awarded to ingram’s 

Fabricated Filters, ingram’s 

upholstery, wings and things 

and Marlene’s hair and nails 

—all located on thomas h. 

delpit drive, a main osbr 

thoroughfare. inga’s subs and 

salads on west chimes street 

is a grant recipient, too. 

“because the neighborhood 

is historic and because there 

is so much activity on chimes 

street, we need to do all we 

can to keep the area up and 

improve it,” said inga kim, 

owner of inga’s. “i’ve wanted 

to give the building a new 

look for quite some time and 

this program provided me 

with a great opportunity to 

do just that.” 

grants to improve the fa-

çades were $5,000 for one-

story buildings and $7,500 

for two-story buildings. 

awardees contributed an 

equal amount in order to re-

ceive a grant. construction 

and improvements will begin 

later this summer and will be 

managed by the grant recipi-

ents. neighborworks america 

is helping in building design. 

the grants are part of the 

broad strategy to revital-

ize osbr, which began with 

the Foundation helping to se-

cure $18.6 million in federal 

funds to replace aging pub-

lic housing projects with sin-

gle-family homes that are 

integrated into the commu-

nity. the center for Planning 

excellence, which has pro-

vided planning across south 

Louisiana after the storms, is 

working with the Foundation 

and partners to prepare land 

for redevelopment, while the 

osbr Partnership is a com-

Productivity growth for baton rouge metro, the highest rate 

among the top 100 areas in the country from 2001 to 2005. 

the rate is more than twice the national average. 
source: brookings institution
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munity nonprofit charged with 

executing the strategic plan for 

the neighborhood. 

the east baton rouge 

Mortgage Finance authority 

helps to stimulate home own-

ership by providing attractive 

mortgages and grant funds to 

improve inner-city neighbor-

hoods. •

Foundations give 
more >> community giv-

ing rose 14% last year, reaching 

a record $4.1 billion from the na-

tion’s 717 grantmaking commu-

nity foundations. 

the sharp rise in philanthropy 

by community foundations, 

such as the baton rouge area 

Foundation, was reported by the 

Foundation center. the associ-

ation’s survey indicates another 

giving record will be set this year.

though community foun-

dations are just 1% of all u.s. 

grantmaking foundations, they 

were responsible for 9% of giv-

ing in 2007. also, 42% of com-

munity foundations provided 

at least $1 million in grants last 

year. (ranked among the largest 

community foundations in the 

country, the baton rouge area 

Foundation provided $18.8 mil-

lion in grants last year.)

education and human services 

were the top giving priorities of 

the larger community founda-

tions included in the survey. 

“since the beginning of the 

1990s, community foundation 

giving has grown more quickly 

than overall foundation giving 

in all but two years,” said steven 

Lawrence, senior director of re-

search at the Foundation 

center. “strong asset 

growth, new gifts and be-

quests from donors and ex-

ceptional disbursements 

from donor-advised funds 

are the primary factors con-

tributing to these gains.” 

For the complete report visit 

the Foundation center at http://

www.foundationcenter.org/ •

Trace the pattern 
>> the center for Planning 

excellence has produced a pat-

tern book for old south baton 

rouge, the area between Lsu 

and downtown be-

ing revital-

ized under a 

Foundation 

project. 

the pattern 

book offers in-

vestors, home-

owners and 

residents a frame-

work for build-

ing, renovating 

and maintaining 

houses and busi-

nesses in a way 

that is cost effective and makes 

the neighborhood beautiful. it 

also provides tips for building 

and maintaining structures. 

the pattern book has archi-

tectural styles of old south 

baton rouge, types of build-

ings, development patterns 

within the community, demon-

stration plans and more. Look 

for the pattern book at the 

carver branch Library at 720 

terrace ave. and the Mckinley 

alumni center at 1520 thomas h. 

delpit drive.

cPeX, an offspring of the 

Foundation, also produced a pat-

tern book for south Louisiana to 

guide rebuilding after katrina.

For more information about 

the pattern books, email Mark 

goodson at mgoodson@c-pex.

org. •

Northshore grows 
>> the northshore community 

Foundation, a partner of the 

Foundation, has expanded its 

staff, adding tara white as mem-

bership director 

and Frank saxton 

as director of com-

munity develop-

ment.  together, 

they will help 

the northshore 

community 

Foundation 

have an even 

greater impact 

in st. tammany, 

tangipahoa, 

st. helena and 

washington parishes.

white, a resident of covington, 

will be charged with building a 

lEaDiN
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base of support for the young 

foundation through its member-

ship program—recruiting busi-

nesses and individuals to support 

initiatives, programs and partner-

ships that will contribute to mak-

ing the northshore community a 

better place to live.

white has a bachelor’s degree 

from Louisiana tech university. 

she volunteers with helping 

hands Medical Missions and has 

recently returned from a trip to 

guatemala where she and others 

provided medical aid to under-

served communities.   

as director of community de-

velopment, saxton’s assignment 

is to work with communities 

across the northshore to facili-

tate community planning. “one 

of the tenets of new urbanism 

and smart growth is that peo-

ple’s environment—their roads, 

buildings, sidewalks—can impact 

their quality of life in ways that 

most people don’t even realize. 

by planning better, we can all 

live better—and my job is to help 

make that happen.” 

saxton has a bachelor’s from 

the university of oklahoma and a 

master’s from the u.s. naval war 

college. he previously worked 

in washington, d.c., as an assis-

tant to u.s. sen. James inhofe 

of oklahoma. he spent the past 

several years conducting first re-

sponder training as a member of 

the national center for security 

research and training located at 

Lsu in baton rouge.

Meanwhile, the northshore 

community Foundation has ex-

panded its offices to include a 

conference center. Located at 

635 Lafitte st. in Mandeville, the 

conference center is open to 

nonprofits and other organiza-

tions for trainings, forums and 

community meetings. to check 

availability and reserve the con-

ference center for your event, 

email carla Mouton at cmou-

ton@northshorefoundation.org. •

Smart growth 
summit >> with smart 

growth gaining ground across 

the region, a summit to continue 

progress toward more livable 

communities will be held in 

august. 

called “Livable Louisiana: a 

summit on smart growth,” the 

gathering’s topics will include 

building communities of the fu-

ture, planning to solve transpor-

tation problems and exploring 

connections between planning 

and health.

the summit will be held aug. 

14-15 at the Manship theatre at 

the shaw center for the arts. 

Ghost guide >> the old state 

capitol, being mended and improved, will get 

a new feature that sec. of state Jay dardenne 

believes will make the building a destination. 

Money is being raised for a $13.5 million ed-

ucation display called “spirit of Louisiana.” 

visitors will encounter multimedia exhibits that 

show the history of Louisiana and the build-

ing. among them will be a virtual ghost of sarah 

Morgan, whose family donated land for the old state 

capitol.

the project is relying on a $12 million one-time appropriation from 

the state. brc imagination arts of california is designing the proj-

ect. the company creates immersive experiences to educate and en-

tertain. its works are in the abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and 

Museum, arizona science center and discovery world. 

dardenne is seeking 15 private companies to pony up $100,000 

each for the private investment. dardenne expects the project to 

open in early 2010. •

“by planning better, we 
can all live better—and 
my job is to help make 
that happen.”     —Frank saXton
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national and local smart growth 

experts will talk about green 

building construction, sustain-

able landscape design, innova-

tive transportation solutions and 

how to design safer, more pedes-

trian-friendly communities. 

the summit is presented 

by the center for Planning 

excellence, a nonprofit urban 

and rural planning organization 

that serves Louisiana communi-

ties. because seating is limited, 

people must register to attend 

the free summit. save a seat by 

emailing summit@c-pex.org or 

calling 225.267.6300.

events run from 9 a.m. to 

7:30 p.m. on aug. 14, begin-

ning with opening remarks by 

baton rouge Mayor kip holden. 

on aug. 15, sessions will run 

from 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. and 

u.s. sen. Mary Landrieu and 

Louisiana secretary william 

ankner of the department of 

transportation and development 

will address the audience. For a 

full agenda, visit planningexcel-

lence.org. •

NCF provides 
planning help >> 
the northshore community 

Foundation is helping 

communities in st. tammany, 

tangipahoa, washington and 

st. helena parishes that need 

planning assistance to build 

better after hurricane katrina. 

the foundation is offering 

seed funding and planning help 

to communities wanting to im-

plement land plans. “katrina has 

provided a chance for our re-

gion to create even more livable 

communities while taking care 

of the wilderness and green-

spaces that make our area unlike 

any other,” said Frank saxton, di-

rector of community develop-

ment for northshore community 

Foundation, which was created 

last year to improve the region. 

the foundation plans to work 

with communities interested in 

fostering economic growth, cre-

ating safe and affordable hous-

ing, preserving wilderness and 

landscapes, ensuring equita-

ble redevelopment for all and 

planning smarter for future 

development.

the foundation’s assistance 

includes work toward com-

prehensive master plans, and 

neighborhood, downtown, corri-

dor, land use, transportation, in-

fill and housing plans. selected 

communities will receive seed 

funding and planning assistance. 

the foundation plans to as-

sist communities this year with 

awards ranging from $20,000 to 

$150,000. • 

Tangipahoa adopts 
plan >> Fast growth can 

create havoc, particularly in ar-

eas that have no zoning.

to get ahead of problems, 

tangipahoa Parish leaders and 

the community worked for more 

than a year to create a land-use 

plan. in June, the parish’s plan-

ning commission adopted the 

plan. 

working on behalf of 

tangipahoa was the center for 

Planning excellence, which has 

provided land use guidance to 

parishes and spearheaded the 

formation of Louisiana speaks, 

the regional plan for south 

Louisiana. 

todd Messenger of kendig 

keast collaborative created the 

land use plan for the parish. 

to do so, the community 

told the planners at town hall 

meetings what they wanted 

tangipahoa to become. eighteen 

months after the plan was 

started, kendig keast delivered 

lEaDiN

along the Northshore, planning for smart growth 
could preserve this scene.

lORi waSElChuk
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a blueprint that aims to preserve 

the wilderness, while direct-

ing growth of housing and busi-

nesses to existing infrastructure. 

the blueprint was the easy 

part. the difficult work of im-

plementing the plan is ahead. 

the parish council, for instance, 

would have to adopt zoning or-

dinances in some areas to imple-

ment the plan. • 

Path of progress >> 
before there is work, there are 

legal agreements. 

brec is composing a legal 

document before starting its first 

path under a new project pro-

filed on the cover of this maga-

zine’s last issue. 

ted Jack, planning director 

for the parks system of baton 

rouge, says the agreement to 

build a path on private land will 

provide a model for subsequent 

agreements. richard carmouche 

is the first landowner brec is 

collaborating with on a path—

a linear park with walkways, 

benches and other amenities in 

lush surroundings. 

Jack expects the legal agree-

ment with carmouche to be in 

place by the end of summer.

the initial park featuring a 

trail is planned for ward’s and 

dawson creeks between siegen 

Lane and bluebonnet boulevard, 

with a branch that could ex-

tend to Perkins rowe on Perkins 

road. 

on that land, carmouche is 

creating the grove, a dense mix 

of housing, offices, retail and 

hotels. 

a second leg, if built, would 

connect bluebonnet with essen 

Lane. brec is discussing that 

leg, which would link to the 

burden center, with area hospi-

tals and path enthusiasts. 

brec is hoping that the suc-

cess of the first path will cause a 

clamor for more linear parks and 

deflate some of the expected 

opposition from landowners 

who don’t want paths in their 

backyards.

Jack hopes to begin the first 

path before year-end. it would 

link neighborhoods, the grove, 

the Mall of Louisiana and Perkins 

rowe. •

BREC’s Bill 
palmer, left, and 
developer Richard 
Carmouche map 
out plans for 
bikepaths along 
Dawson Creek 
near the Mall of 
louisiana.

the initial park featuring a trail is 
planned for ward’s and dawson 
creeks between siegen Lane and 
bluebonnet boulevard...

TiM MuEllER
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Thoughtful walk >> 
our designer describes the art 

piece as a “sheath of arrows.” 

it’s named “one Plant, Many 

Flowers” by howard kalish, the 

artist who created it. this sum-

mer, the sculpture may be dis-

covered by more people, thanks 

to a new walking tour brochure 

published by the state in collab-

oration with the arts council of 

greater baton rouge.

the sculpture, part of the 

claiborne collection at the build-

ing of the same name, is among 

more than 40 pieces of art fea-

tured in the Public art walking 

tour. Pick it up and stroll around 

downtown to spot Gates of 

Dawn, a painting by Michael 

crespo; Prodigal Son, a sculp-

ture by ivan Mestrovic; 

and Riviere du Soleil, 

a painting on polished 

aluminum by richard 

taylor. 

the brochure is an-

other stride in the arts 

council’s nascent pub-

lic arts project, which 

wants to spread art 

around town. derek 

gordon, council exec-

utive director, formed 

a panel last year for 

the project. he’s put-

ting together a request 

to seek startup funds 

from the city-parish. 

the brochure, mean-

while, is part of the 

state Percent for art project, 

which has installed art in public 

buildings by including purchases 

in construction costs. now that 

the works are in place, the state 

is using the brochure to tell vis-

itors about art in all of 

downtown baton rouge. 

gordon says 10,000 

copies of the brochure 

are being printed, most 

of which will be available 

at visitor centers. “as it 

was envisioned, this bro-

chure is a prototype so 

that other communities that have 

public art might do the same 

thing,” says gordon. “hopefully, 

there would be one for every 

major city in Louisiana, so people 

can go from city to city and look 

at public art.” •

One Plant, Many Flowers by howard kalish, 
part of the collection at the Claiborne 
Building, downtown Baton Rouge.

Left: Gates of Dawn, a 
painting by Michael Crespo, 
part of the collection inside 
the Claiborne Building. 
Right: Pieta by ivan 
Mestrovic, located between 
the River Center and the 
courthouse.
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MAY is Garden Month at the Farmers Market

May 3 Master Gardeners—Growing Spring Plants

May 10 Garden Gifts for Mom

May 17 Fresh from the Market—Cooking with Herbs

May 24 Container Garden Tips

May 31 Butterfly Extravaganza
  Dr. Gary Ross & Butterfly Gardening

Buy Fresh, Buy Local
Now 3 Times a Week!

Tuesday – 8 to 12 noon
8470 Goodwood Boulevard

Thursday – 8 to 12 noon
5825 Florida Boulevard

LDAF Parking Lot

Saturday – 8 to 12 noon
on 5th Street next to Main Street Market

Downtown’s Freshest Address

Get to know the farmer who grows your food!
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S
halique edmond has come to the Loft at 

charlotte’s children’s library, as he does 

nearly every saturday, to record a hip-hop 

song. in the library’s new music and animation stu-

dio, a round room jammed with computers, micro-

phones and movie-making equipment, shalique, 

who is 14, cuffs earphones over his braids while his 

friend, kyree crawl, mixes beats on a Macintosh. 

the boys giggle as the track comes together, but 

as shalique prepares to rap over it, he puts on a se-

rious air. “if i’m comfortable with the words, it will 

work the first time,” he says, sounding cocky. “i’m a 

professional.”

Music, shalique explains, is in his blood. his father 

was a music producer and his uncle was a singer. 

shalique once had a place in his home where he 

would make music, but he couldn’t share his work 

because he didn’t own a cd burner. he had pretty 

much stopped rapping altogether until he discov-

ered “studio i” at the library. shalique started cut-

ting cds, and after a brief attempt at trying to sell 

them, he began giving them away to schoolteachers 

or anyone else who might have a listen. he also be-

gan uploading tunes to his Myspace page, so that 

anyone in the world could hear him on the internet. 

“You go to the library to read,” he says. “but they 

have the whole package here.”

the librarians at the Loft don’t necessarily love 

shalique’s music. what they do love is that he, like a 

growing number of other teenagers, thinks to come 

to the library at all. the draw for shalique may be 

making music, but while he’s around, he also spends 

time on the computers. other kids at the Loft use 

the library’s equipment to create animated videos 

and upload them to Youtube, take pictures of them-

selves to put on Facebook and play video games 

such as dance dance revolution, rock band and all 

the wii sports games. a few teens are even known 

to read books here, sinking into one of the Loft’s 

plush orange chairs, or burrowing into one of the 

cozy booths where there are no rules against put-

ting their feet up on the furniture. “it’s a bit like 

wal-Mart,” says robin bryan, a library technology 

manager. “they come in for one thing and discover 

something else.”

the charlotte-Mecklenburg library system hasn’t 

always tried so hard to appeal to teenagers. For a 

long time, public libraries everywhere viewed teens 

as unreachable—too old for story time, yet too 

rowdy for the reading room. now, libraries are be-

ginning to see serving teens not as a nuisance but 

as a critical test of whether they can survive in the 

21st century. today’s crop of teenagers is the first to 

never have known a world without google. if librar-

ies can find ways to click with these “digital natives,” 

then today’s teens might just keep coming back to 

the library as adults. on the other hand, if libraries 

ignore the changing media habits of young people, 

revolution 
in the stacks
SOME liBRaRiES aRE BEiNg REiNvENTED TO 

MaTCh a NEw wORlD >> by CHrIstOPHer sWOPe

To hook up teens, the Charlotte library 
offers places to create music and art.
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“we have to change our role and be 
part of the fabric of the community 
beyond books. and we have to go out 
and ask our customers: what is it you 
want us and need us to be?”

—Laura isenstein, LibrarY consuLtant

MiChaEl lOBiONDO
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they may well slide into oblivion.

“the future is iffy for public libraries,” says 

kimberly bolan, the author of a book on designing 

teen spaces within libraries. “if we want to be rele-

vant going into the future, this is a group we can-

not miss.”

LIBRaRy 2.0
catering to teenagers is just one response to 

some very big questions public libraries are facing 

these days. not long ago, libraries enjoyed some-

thing of a monopoly on the public’s access to infor-

mation. it was a benign monopoly, of course. but 

closed stacks, endless lists of rules and the shush-

ing librarian all became symbols of a stuffy order 

that served institutional interests. now, the internet 

is forcing libraries to change that mentality—and 

quickly. today, the vast majority of information 

searches begin not at a library reference desk but at 

an internet search engine. the troubling fact for li-

braries is that customers really seem to prefer the 

latter. a few years ago, the online computer Library 

center asked library users to compare search en-

gines and librarians in four areas: the quality of in-

formation provided, quantity of information, speed 

of conducting research and overall experience. the 

search engines beat librarians in every category.

the ocLc survey also found that two out of three 

americans, when they think of libraries, think of 

books. in other words, books are the library brand. 

but when it comes to books, libraries face more 

competition than ever. big-box bookstores have 

won the affections of many bookworms by slash-

ing prices, selling lattes and creating reading spaces 

that are more comfortable than a row of carrels. 

Meanwhile, several for-profit and not-for-profit ef-

forts are under way to scan millions of books into 

searchable internet databases. the most ambitious 

of those scanning projects, run by google, aspires 

to create a universal online library of every book 

ever published.

if the news sounds all bad, library directors can 

point to some positive trends. nationally, circula-

tion of books and other material at libraries keeps 

edging up each year, despite the internet revolution. 

currently, many cities are seeing big increases in vis-

itation, as is common during economic downturns. 

and in many libraries, the public-access comput-

ers are in demand from open to close—a reminder 

that even if the universal library seems closer to re-

ality, universal broadband access is still a long way 

off. “it’s fine to say that google is google-izing the 

world,” says chicago Library commissioner Mary 

dempsey, “but if you’re poor and trying to apply for 

a job, often the only way to do it is online and the 

only place to do it is at the public library.”

still, the library world seems particularly obsessed 

with its future right now. Library conferences are 

Of lOCal interest

the east baton rouge Parish library system wants to 

build four libraries—in downtown, at independence Park, 

at rouzan on Perkins road near college drive and at 

the former Fairwood country club on old hammond 

highway. 

each year, the surplus from the $30 million operating 

fund is used for capital improvements. the system ex-

pects to deposit $3.8 million into the building fund this 

year.

the system has accumulated $29.4 million to build the 

independence Park branch, which is expected to cost 

a few million more. that library is being designed now. 

another $6 million has been accumulated for the rouzan 

branch and $355,610 for the Fairwood branch. the sys-

tem would have to raise funds to renovate or build a 

downtown branch.
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abuzz with talk of “Library 2.0,” a concept that boils 

down to the idea that libraries should offer the ser-

vices that customers say they want—not what li-

brarians wish they wanted. Meanwhile, the urban 

Libraries council has asked the futurist writer Joel 

garreau to help big-city library directors imagine 

the library of 2020. all agree that for libraries to 

stay relevant in their communities—and adequately 

funded by government—they’re going to have to 

adapt. the question is, how?

“if people only go to google, or to barnes & 

noble, then what are we?” asks Laura isenstein, 

a former library director in san antonio and des 

Moines who now works as a library consultant. “we 

have to change our role and be part of the fabric of 

the community beyond books. and we have to go 

out and ask our customers: what is it you want us 

and need us to be?”

DumPING DeWey
some radical ideas are emerging. one british li-

brary, convinced that its identity was too inter-

twined with dusty books sitting on shelves, dropped 

the word “library” from its name altogether. it now 

goes by the moniker “idea store.” contra costa 

county, calif., recently put library vending machines 

at bart rail stations, allowing commuters with a li-

brary card to take out or return books on the go. 

and last year, in a move that some librarians viewed 

as heresy, a branch of the Maricopa county library 

Because it was designed by Moshe Safdie, the Salt lake City main library has become the second biggest tourist 
attraction in the city. a café, rooftop garden and auditorium create a place to spend time.
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system in arizona scrapped the dewey decimal 

system. instead, collections were arranged by ar-

eas of interest, as in a bookstore. Marshall shore, the 

administrator who is both loved and loathed in the 

library world as the man who dumped dewey, be-

lieves the experiment has been a success. “the day 

we opened, we pulled in extra staff to deal with the 

mass confusion we were pretty sure was going to 

happen,” shore says. “but then we saw customers 

walk in and their lips would go, ‘gardening,’ as they 

saw a sign and went that way.”

the most visible changes going on in libraries 

these days take their cues, as shore did, from retail-

ing. cafes and coffee shops are quickly becoming 

standard offerings at libraries. so are comfortable 

seating and “living room” areas where patrons are 

encouraged to stay a while. a growing number of li-

braries are hiring retail consultants to analyze where 

patrons go in the library and what they do there. 

san Jose, calif., for example, asked Paco underhill, 

the author of Why We Buy, to do a “touch point” 

analysis of three branch libraries. his research found, 

among other things, that librarians needed to get 

out from behind the reference desk and talk to cus-

tomers more.

the biggest idea libraries are stealing from retail-

ers—starbucks, in particular—is the notion of the 

“third place.” that is, libraries want to create an at-

mosphere that is not home and not the office, but 

where people will want to spend a lot of their time. 

rather than buy, they’ll borrow—and hopefully meet 

other people in the process. it’s a community-cen-

ter model as much as it is a library one, and it de-

mands a focus on social programming, readings and 

events, as well as partnerships with arts and theater 

groups and other community organizations. it also 

requires new thinking about how libraries are de-

signed. the best new library buildings don’t devote 

the bulk of their floor plan to stacks. rather, they of-

fer lots of flexible spaces that work just as well for 

a poetry slam as they do for an exercise class for 

seniors.

one model of that thinking is in salt Lake city. 

the new central library there, which opened five 

years ago, is now the city’s second-most-visited 

tourist attraction. that’s only partly because it’s a 

noteworthy building designed by a famous archi-

tect, Moshe safdie. what’s more important is what 

goes on in and around the building. the library 

pushes cultural events, lectures and book read-

ings, and turns its outdoor plaza into a front porch 

for downtown festivals celebrating everything from 

the arts to jazz to gay pride. inside, a narrow glass 

atrium, known as the “urban room,” not only houses 

a popular cafe but also a garden shop, comic-book 

store and other retailers whose leases require them 

to host their own events aimed at drawing yet more 

people to the library. “it’s not about the building,” 

says nancy tessman, the recently retired salt Lake 

library director who was most responsible for get-

ting it built. “it’s about letting people explore and 

learn on their own terms.”

when library experts talk about the future, it’s re-

markable how little the topic of books comes up. 

to be sure, libraries will carry books for as long as 

a critical mass of people wants to read them. the 

same is true of newspapers, magazines, cds, dvds 

and every other form of media that libraries have 

adopted over the years while following consumer 

…libraries want to 
create an atmosphere 
that is not home and 
not the office, but 
where people will 
want to spend a lot of 
their time. 
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tastes. increasingly, however, libraries are talking 

about flipping the content equation around. that is, 

rather than thinking of themselves merely as a place 

to find content created by somebody else, the li-

brary will create content—and give patrons the tools 

to create content of their own.

this can take a number of forms, but is usually 

online. ann arbor, Mich., for example, has converted 

the library’s web site, aadl.org, into a blog. You can 

still search the catalog, check library hours and find 

all the information you’d expect on a library’s home 

page. but the main window changes frequently, 

highlighting upcoming events, online discussions 

and posts from Library director Josie Parker. “it was 

a huge leap,” Parker says of the overhaul, “but usage 

of our web site jumped 200% right off the bat.”

the library system in hennepin county, Minn., has 

a different strategy for creating online content: it al-

lows customers to make comments within the cat-

alog, so that they can recommend titles they like to 

other patrons or pan ones they don’t like. it’s not 

much different than what customers around the 

world do on amazon.com or netflix, but Marilyn 

turner, the hennepin library’s manager of web ser-

vices and training, says there’s a hunger for peo-

ple to make local connections around books, movies 

and music. “they could go to amazon and share 

comments, but they choose to do it on their li-

brary’s web site,” turner says. “it’s indicative of the 

fact that people see themselves as part of a smaller 

community, even though so much of what they do is 

in a global arena.”

DIGITaL STORyTeLLING
in charlotte, a national leader in this way of library 

thinking, creating content is a more tangible thing. 

it’s shalique edmond recording a rap song at studio 

i. it’s Yony cornejo, a high school freshman, using 

the library’s tabletop animation equipment to make 

a short video of a stick figure dribbling a basketball. 

and it’s a group of teenagers in the studio shoot-

ing a tv show on dating violence. in charlotte’s vi-

sion of content creation, access to all the latest 

computer and audio/visual gadgetry is important. 

so the library didn’t stop at building studio i. it also 

To remain relevant, libraries are taking lessons from retailers 
like Starbucks to create a “third place.” above, a library in 
Minneapolis includes a coffee shop, a children’s area and an 
art gallery. 
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procured mobile animation stations that travel from 

one branch library to the next. the roadshow is like 

a 21st-century version of the bookmobile.

“traditionally, people have come to the library 

to find things that fit into the stories of their lives,” 

says Matt gullett, the charlotte library’s director of 

emerging technologies. “when toddlers come in to 

learn how to read, it fits the story of how they are 

growing in life. when adults come in, and they love 

checking out mysteries or romance novels, it fits 

the story of those individuals. what we are trying to 

do now is to give people the ability to tell their own 

stories. we’re equipping people to use digital cam-

eras, sound equipment and software. it appears to 

be entertainment in some ways, but at the same 

time, they’re learning how to interact with this world 

we’re creating with digital media and the culture 

that results from that media. that’s a big thing.”

More than most libraries, charlotte has been will-

ing to follow every turn in the digital lives of young 

people. the Loft has its own page on Myspace. (it 

has more than 1,100 friends—not bad for an agent 

of local government.) the Loft also podcasts read-

ings and interviews with authors. and in addition to 

occupying the top floor of the children’s library, the 

Loft has its own “island” in a version of second Life 

that is reserved only for teenagers.

the purpose of all this is not merely to indulge 

the google generation’s digital addictions. it’s to 

help teens navigate the online lives they’d be living 

anyway. Left to their own devices, teenagers have 

a way of doing dumb things on social networking 

sites, such as posting risque pictures of themselves. 

when they take pictures at the Loft and post them 

online, at least there’s a librarian around to say what 

is and isn’t appropriate. what’s more, this genera-

tion needs help with google itself. not in terms of 

how to use a search engine, which they’ve been do-

ing since they were old enough to use a computer, 

but in terms of understanding that when it comes to 

information, google is not, in fact, the sole or incon-

trovertible authority.

the notion of devoting a portion of the library 

just for teens to explore these facets of them-

selves started in Los angeles about a decade ago. 

in charlotte, the Loft grew out of collaboration be-

tween the county library system and the children’s 

theater of charlotte, which together opened a com-

bined facility, known as imaginon, three years ago. 

aside from the teen-center librarians, only those 

ages 12 to 18 are allowed at the Loft. the idea is 

to provide a sanctuary from parents and teachers, 

where teens are free to make as much noise as they 

want or doodle on the glass walls with magic mark-

ers. none of the usual library rules apply in the Loft. 

in fact, there are only three rules: respect yourself, 

respect others and respect the space.

“a lot of people say we need to serve teenag-

ers because they’re future taxpayers,” says Michele 

gorman, who manages the Loft. “i think that’s the 

worst way of thinking of teens. they deserve to be 

treated with respect and courtesy and we need to 

be inviting so we can pull them in. adolescence is 

one of the craziest times in life. they’re trying to fig-

ure out how to fit into society, and we need to give 

them a place to do that.”

the teens hanging out at the Loft seem to appre-

ciate this new thinking. but occasionally, amidst the 

cacophony of boisterous conversations and streams 

from Youtube, even they revert to some old library 

customs. steps away from the computer where 

shalique and kyree are recording their track, four 

teenagers are up against a blue screen, practicing 

lines for a video they’re about to shoot. shalique’s 

microphone is picking up the background noise, 

and it’s stepping on his rapping. he shushes them. 

“could you keep it down over there?” •

this article first appeared in Governing magazine’s June issue.
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ten Years on, 
downtown is back 
>> by MuKuL VerMA photos by tIM MueLLer

Plan 
baton 
rouge

rom sunrise to sunset, two blocks from the 

Mississippi river, there is huffing and puff-

ing within a parking garage. ten years ago, 

a fitness center in a garage seemed an im-

probable idea within an improbable revival 

strategy known as Plan baton rouge. 

some mocked the idea of people return-

ing to downtown, arguing that residents would not leave the 

cushy suburbs for dining and nightlife—or to live where baton 

rouge began as a city. to the newspaper, one naysayer wrote 

that only the “tooth Fairy could envision returning downtown 

to its glory days.” another equated the attempt to revive 

downtown with “putting lipstick on a dead woman.”

she’s alive, looking splendid in lipstick, thank you.

ten years after Miami architect and urban planner andres 
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duany unveiled Plan baton rouge, more restau-

rants are open in downtown, clubs have popped 

up on third street, the abandoned capitol house 

has returned as the hilton, the shaw center has be-

come the hub for arts and an ice cream truck plays 

a Pavlovian jingle in sync with afternoon sugar 

cravings. 

after work, people gather for drinks and conver-

sation. Later in the evening, food is served at res-

taurants, crowds build at the clubs and the streets 

become busy with people checking out what’s hap-

pening around them. when the lights are turned 

off at the clubs, people are slumbering at a grow-

ing number of downtown apartments and con-

dos, the final key to creating an around-the-clock 

community. 

a downtown revival had been coming slowly for 

a handful of years before Plan baton rouge. the 

planning effort—created and funded by the baton 

rouge area Foundation, the city-parish and the 

state—accelerated the rebound.

“the timing coincided well with what we needed 

to bring ourselves as a community to the next 

level,” says davis rhorer, executive director of the 

downtown development district.

Proponents have long argued for a dynamic 

downtown. to them, the reasons were obvious—a 

city needs a place that defines it, shows what is pos-

sible, is a gathering place where all ideas and people 

are welcome. 

to spark it, Plan baton rouge was born. the proj-

ect began with a week of charrettes, where hun-

dreds of residents gathered in the old state capitol 

to dream with duany and his designers about a new 

trajectory for the area. 

duany, a founder of new urbanism, a movement 

to create more livable communities, used his cha-

risma to draw a future for downtown.  

among his recommendations: turn the for-

mer auto hotel parking garage into a southern 

guggenheim, a place for artists to reside and art to 

be shown. construct liner buildings to block off sur-

face parking lots. build a new city hall on Fourth 

street, framing the state capitol at the other end of 

the street. eliminate one-way streets to improve cir-

culation. ensure that first floors of buildings, even 

parking garages, have shops or some other activity. 

what began with the meetings turned into a 

movement, led by many, including local leaders, 

nonprofit operatives, business people and the state 

of Louisiana in the person of Mark drennen, the divi-

sion of administration chief for gov. Mike Foster. 

with a push, drennen had the state redesign the 

relationship between state buildings that were al-

ready being consolidated downtown to save money. 

in one of the buildings, the state moved a cafete-

ria to the first floor, bringing activity to the street 

and making the diner easily accessible to all peo-
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ple. a pedestrian bridge between a parking ga-

rage and a state building was killed, shifting more 

activity to the street. Parking garages that take 

up entire blocks included space for first-floor re-

tail, which is why there is a YMca in one garage, the 

Main street Market in another and, soon, an art gal-

lery in a garage on third street. 

in came the risk takers, the private pioneers. not 

all of them succeeded. some of them might have 

been early. For instance, a coffee shop on third 

street struggled and expanded to a second loca-

tion before the owner sold out. several coffee shops 

now operate in downtown. 

Frank McMains opened red star bar, which built 

on early successes and continues to grow. attorney 

danny Mcglynn, with partners, renovated office 

buildings. Laura souter opened a hair salon on 

north boulevard, building a new clientele of down-

town workers and offering them more services at a 

spa in a recent relocation to the hilton. 

Meanwhile, the Foundation, private donors, the 

state and the city-parish built the $55 million shaw 

center for the arts, 

expanding on duany’s earlier idea to 

create something bigger. Partnerships made it pos-

sible. Lsu chose to build its museum of art within 

the shaw center instead of on essen Lane. donors, 

both private and public, provided the money to 

build the center, which includes a theater, restau-

rants, public spaces, fountains. 

More businesses followed. a few companies, like 

MaPP construction and abMb engineers, moved 

their offices to downtown. vacant buildings were 

turned into funky apartments.

but not everything recommended by Plan baton 

rouge has happened. not one liner building has 

been constructed. the street plan was only partly 

adopted. a sustained effort to lure a movie theater 

did not succeed. 

Yet Plan baton rouge overcame the low expecta-

plan Baton Rouge has provided the confidence to 
foster more than $1 billion in downtown investments, 
with more to come. The investments include state 
office buildings, an arts center, new businesses and 
restaurants and an expansion of the River Center, 
formerly the Centroplex.
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accelerate 
the Possible
SECOND phaSE OF plaN BaTON 
ROugE TO BuilD ON FiRST 
>> by rOB AnDersOn 

O
n a sizzling June morning, a team of plan-

ning experts led by representatives of 

cambridge, Mass.-based urban design 

firm chan krieger sieniewicz sat on a small stage 

in the chilly, darkened theater of the Louisiana art 

& science Museum. the environment was perfect 

for napping, but dozing off was not an option for 

members of the chan krieger team. they had to be 

on top of their game.  

the team members were there to 

sell their vision for the future of downtown baton 

rouge to a committee that would decide whether 

or not they would get to play a role in that future.  

not only did they have to answer tough questions 

about how they would build upon the success of 

Plan baton rouge, the city’s 10-year old downtown 

master plan, but they had to engage and impress a 

sizable crowd of interested spectators.

in the end, after presentations from three other 

all-star caliber teams, the chan krieger sieniewicz 

group was selected to develop what is being called 

Plan baton rouge Phase two. now the planners 

will be required to do more than dazzle a com-

mittee and crowd of onlookers. they must put to-

gether a solid, achievable plan for sparking retail 

and residential development in downtown, while 

also detailing ideas for better connecting down-

town to neighboring areas, improving transit, 

streetscapes and transportation options 

in the area and maximizing public and pri-

vate investment and resources. 

More than 16 consultant teams re-

sponded when an official request for Plan 

baton rouge Phase two was released 

in early June. a selection committee 

trimmed the list to four that were in-

tions that are attached to all plans. rather than turn 

into a dusty document, it sparked a community that 

was ready for prosperity. which, in turn, provided 

energy for creating and implementing more plans.

“Plan baton rouge changed the way the com-

munity looks at planning now,” said elizabeth “boo” 

thomas, who directed Plan baton rouge and 

now is ceo of the center for Planning excellence, 

which provides planning across south Louisiana. “it 

showed that when you have a good plan and citizen 

support, good things happen.” •

The $55 million Shaw Center for the arts 
was sparked by an idea from andres Duany, 
who said an abandoned parking garage on 
the site should be turned into a Southern 
guggenheim.

26
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vited for official interviews.  the downtown 

development district and the non-profit 

center for Planning excellence will work di-

rectly with the chan krieger team as it de-

velops Plan baton rouge Phase two. 

“this new planning phase isn’t rethinking 

the original Plan baton rouge. that plan 

has been a success; this is about build-

ing on that success and addressing issues 

that will help downtown take the next big 

step,” said rachel diresto, vice president 

of cPeX and a project manager for Phase 

2. “chan krieger is going to help us develop an ec-

onomically-based plan and implementation strat-

egy that, among other things, will analyze the retail 

and residential market downtown and recommend 

ways to advance the new arts and entertainment 

district.” 

the members of the chan krieger team are di-

verse and include several local representatives. 

Members of the group are:  

• chan krieger sieniewicz, urban design and 

 planning; cambridge, Mass. 

• hr&a advisors inc., economic strategy; 

 new York, nY 

• James richardson, Lsu economist, regional 

 planning advisor 

• reed hilderbrand, landscape architecture; 

 watertown, Mass.

• glatting Jackson kercher anglin, traffic

 planning; denver, colo. 

• whLc architecture, local planning coordinator; 

 baton rouge 

• eskew+dumez+ripple, regional planning 

 advisor; new orleans 

the planning team is expected to deliver its work 

in spring 2009. as stipulated in the request, the 

plan will cost less than $500,000. 

the city of baton rouge and Fannie Mae 

Foundation are major funding partners for Plan 

Baton Rouge Phase Two. other funding was con-

tributed by the downtown business association, 

baton rouge area Foundation, downtown 

development district and the baton rouge area 

convention & visitors bureau. baton rouge Mayor 

Melvin “kip” holden will serve as co-chair of the 

project. 

the original Plan baton rouge master plan is now 

in its 10th year of implementation with over 80% of 

the projects and recommendations addressed or 

completed. in the previous decade, more than $1.5 

billion has been invested in downtown by the public 

and private sectors and more than $300 million in 

projects are being planned or are under construc-

tion. the goal of this second phase is to produce a 

plan that will lead to quality job creation, increased 

capital flowing into the community and the expan-

sion of public assets.

 “downtown baton rouge has experienced tre-

mendous change and a new spirit of excitement 

and interest over the past ten years,” said holden. 

“but we’re only just beginning. this new phase of 

our master plan will allow us to plan wisely for fu-

ture residential, commercial and public spaces as 

more and more people and businesses look to lo-

cate here.” •

Cranes on North Boulevard are building a $110 million 
district courthouse and a $70 million office building. plan 
Baton Rouge recommended a civic building where the 
courthouse is under construction. 
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T
he rapid advance of the east baton rouge 

redevelopment authority has surprised 

even John noland, who helms the new pub-

lic agency charged with reinvigorating barely 

breathing neighborhoods. 

in its first three meetings, the authority did 

groundwork, such as learning about duties, ethics 

and open meetings laws, as well as the complexity 

of adjudicated properties. but it also has agreed on 

a contract with the center for Planning excellence 

that will let it decide where to harvest early suc-

cesses to build credibility. 

For $91,250, cPeX, an offshoot of the 

Foundation, will create a strategic planning doc-

ument, arrange a trip to visit a top redevelop-

ment authority and provide a tool that piggybacks 

on the city-parish mapping system, among other 

things, letting the authority determine which prop-

erties to target for redevelopment first. 

the authority was enacted by the Legislature 

and enabled by the city-parish to revive neigh-

borhoods. though the board is deciding on a di-

rection, the authority expects to begin by putting 

adjudicated property back in commerce. it can do 

that by clearing titles and banking land, removing 

hurdles for private development. 

board members of the group are noland, attor-

ney van Mayhall, retired Lsu landscape architec-

ture professor susan turner, Lsu interim chancellor 

william Jenkins and retired Lsu administrator huel 

Perkins. noland represents the Foundation on the 

board. Mayhall is the chamber representative, while 

Jenkins, Perkins and turner represent the mayor. 

the Foundation assisted the city-parish in creat-

ing the authority, which dovetails with an initiative 

to revive old south baton rouge, the area be-

tween Lsu and downtown. 

the authority board has begun work toward hir-

ing a president and ceo, starting with a draft of 

the job description. Likely candidates are expected 

to have more than 10 years experience, be entre-

preneurs and have solid records of working with 

NEw REDEvElOpMENT auThORiTy haS FaST STaRT iN BaTON ROugE 

>> by MuKuL VerMA

clear the way

...the authority expects to 
begin by putting adjudicated 
property back in commerce. 

it can do that by clearing 
titles and banking land, 

removing hurdles for private 
development.
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so what can a redevelopment authority do? 

Pittsburgh provides an example.

called the urban redevelopment authority of 

Pittsburgh, the group was established in 1946. 

across the decades, it has become the economic 

development agency for the city, taking on projects 

that developers won’t touch, helping businesses, re-

establishing neighborhoods and more. 

among the ura’s showcase projects is southside 

works, the reinvention of an abandoned steel mill 

into a mixed-use project. working with partners, the 

ura invested $103 million to remake the site. the 

result is more than $219 million in private invest-

ments that include a movie theater, office buildings, 

restaurants, a science center, a sports performance 

center and Fbi regional offices.

ura has collaborated with universities to build a 

technology center, is demolishing housing projects 

and replacing them with new mixed-income hous-

ing, and is revitalizing a once-blighted island into a 

multi-use development that has housing, offices, a 

rowing center and a public park. 

in its history, the ura has rehabbed thousands of 

homes, was a pioneer in downtown redevelopment 

projects and created sites for business relocation. 

the ura helps low-income households buy homes, 

reclaims polluted properties and assists communi-

ties in reinventing themselves. 

the public agency had $88 million in revenue in 

2006, with about 30% coming from federal and 

state grants and $13 million from pledged tax rev-

enues. repayments of loans to homeowners and 

businesses accounted for 40% of revenue.

partners and private sector financers. 

but how to pay for the ceo and operations? the 

city-parish has pledged $500,000 in community 

block grant funds to launch the authority.

what’s more, the authority is likely to team up 

with the city-parish and the planning commis-

sion to seek $1 million in federal funds for cleaning 

abandoned properties that are polluted. the au-

thority also could get funds from grants and by re-

selling adjudicated properties after clearing titles. •

reClaiming Pittsburgh

Southside works, a showcase project of the 
urban Redevelopment authority of pittsburgh.
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baton rouge is one of two finalists for a new 

network of free, college-prep schools to be oper-

ated by the knowledge is Power Program, or kiPP, 

the nation’s premier charter school organization 

and one that will choose just one city for expan-

sion this year.

the coalition to bring kiPP to baton rouge in-

cludes advance baton rouge, Forum 35 and the 

Foundation. notably, it also includes the east 

baton rouge Public school system, whose super-

intendent has pledged funding and facilities to 

support the effort.

that commitment from superintendent charlotte 

Placide may be crucial in helping baton rouge pre-

vail over Jacksonville, Fla., the other finalist.

“that is what may give us a competitive edge,” 

says christel slaughter, the Foundation’s chair and 

co-founder of advance baton rouge, which sup-

ports initiatives related to public education, includ-

ing the expansion of charter schools.

says Placide, “they have a nationally recognized 

and respected program for students, so since we 

have continued to look for ways to improve oppor-

tunities and instruction for our students they were 

one of the first that we looked at.”

the school district already provides facilities for 

the area’s three charter schools. a May 28 letter to 

kiPP from Placide and Jerry arbour, school board 

president, said the district “would make every ef-

fort to provide similar arrangements for a kiPP 

school.”

the amount of per-pupil funds would be negoti-

ated, and a specific school site has not been iden-

tified. the provision of a low-cost lease, like what 

the district provides to the three existing charter 

schools, would be subject to board approval.

if kiPP chooses baton rouge, the district would 

authorize the first school’s charter and enter a con-

tract with a new nonprofit to oversee operations 

(alternately, the state can grant the charter). the 

skip to kiPP
SupERiNTENDENT, lEaDERS SEEk ChaRTER SChOOl 

>> by sArA BOnGIOrnI photo by LOrI WAseLCHuK

“they have a nationally recognized and 
respected program for students, so since 
we have continued to look for ways to 
improve opportunities and instruction 
for our students they were one of the 
first that we looked at.” 

—charLotte PLacide, east baton rouge schooL suPerintendent
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board of directors of the new nonprofit, as yet un-

named, would most likely draw heavily from in-

dividuals and organizations listed in the current 

application to kiPP. supporters include community 

activists Jennifer eplett reilly and donna saurage, 

retired banker Lee griffin, and vic howell of the 

red cross.

if baton rouge is 

tapped by kiPP, the 

community will need 

to raise $500,000 for 

start-up costs and 

$150,000 for inten-

sive, yearlong training 

of its first school prin-

cipal. Local support-

ers would then need to 

raise about $1 million a 

year to augment local 

school funds and three 

years of federal funding 

of $220,000 per year.

“we feel confident we 

will be able to do that,” 

slaughter said.

kiPP will announce its 

decision in august. the 

new school, the first 

of a local “cluster” of 

kiPP schools, would not 

open until 2010.

san Francisco-based 

kiPP was founded in houston in 1994 by two 

youthful teach for america teachers who were 

looking for a more effective way to keep low-in-

come, minority children in school and thriving. its 

approach includes longer school days, saturday 

classes and three weeks of summer school, time 

that adds up to 60% more class hours than in tradi-

tional public schools. 

kiPP rigorously tests for student achievement 

and, unlike many charter schools, makes those 

scores public. teachers, students and parents take 

a pledge to uphold high standards of behavior and 

performance. the walls of its schools are blanketed 

with posters declaring mottos like “be nice,” and 

“work hard.” kiPP has stayed close to its teach 

for america roots: 30% 

of its teachers and 

about 60% of its prin-

cipals come from the 

program.

kiPP’s approach 

clearly works for the 

more than 14,000 

mostly african 

american and hispanic 

students at its 57 

mostly middle schools 

in 17 states and 

washington, d.c. (kiPP 

already has a Louisiana 

presence; it operates 

three schools in new 

orleans.) on average, 

the performance of 

kiPP students enrolled 

in its program from the 

fifth to eighth grades 

jumped from the 40th 

to the 82nd percen-

tile in mathematics and 

from the 32nd to the 

60th percentile in reading, according to the results 

of national standardized tests as reported in the 

2007 kiPP report card. 

kiPP also outperforms other institutions in its 

goal of getting kids to college. about 80% of its 

students who completed the eighth grade with 

the program later entered college, compared 

with a national rate of about 20% for low-income 

students.

higher ed

What: a group of education advocates, including 

the school board president and superintendent, 

have applied to knowledge is Power Program to 

start a charter school in baton rouge. kiPP has 

57 college-prep schools with more than 14,000 

students and is regarded as a successful model. 

 

When: if baton rouge, a finalist with Jacksonville, 

Fla., gets a kiPP school, it would open in 2010.

What it means: the application to kiPP shows a 

shift in the school system’s thinking about char-

ter schools. a previous board and superintendent 

rejected an application for a kiPP school. 

ONSiTE
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“no other program has shown gains as 

great for as many poor children as kiPP has,” 

a Washington Post columnist wrote in april.

that just two cities are applying to kiPP 

this year reflects the rigorous nature of the 

application process. kiPP in 2006 adopted 

an exhaustive new site-selection process 

that demands clear evidence of community 

support that kiPP views as essential, said 

spokesman steve Mancini. 

Mancini noted that where kiPP schools have fal-

tered—kiPP closed a school in annapolis, Md., for 

instance, after it could not secure a permanent 

building from the community or local school dis-

trict—it is because that support was lacking. it also 

seeks communities where it can grow a local net-

work of schools—it does not take over existing 

schools in trouble—and typically starts with a new 

middle school. 

cities that want kiPP schools also need patience. 

st. Louis, Mo., which was the only region tapped 

by kiPP for a new school in 2009, applied several 

times before its eventual selection. 

“ultimately, if you are not chosen, you have the 

opportunity to come back and try again,” Mancini 

said. 

kiPP considers several factors in choosing a 

site, including the availability of local school funds 

and facilities, said Mancini. the freedom to imple-

ment its unique curriculum is also essential, as is a 

pipeline of potential school leaders, to whom kiPP 

gives wide latitude in decisions over hiring, budget 

and other matters. in its application to kiPP, the 

local coalition cites advance baton rouge’s new 

principal leadership program, redesigning Lessons, 

re-envisioning Principals, which is modeled in part 

on kiPP’s Fisher Fellow program, as a crucial tal-

ent resource.

baton rouge already has cleared the first phase 

of the selection process. a kiPP representative vis-

ited the city in May for two days of interviews with 

community members, school system officials and 

a range of others taking part in the effort to bring 

kiPP here, said gwen hamilton, Foundation direc-

tor of civic leadership initiatives. 

“it has been very exciting to be in this process,” 

she said.

the current application represents a second at-

tempt to bring kiPP to baton rouge. several years 

ago, teacher scott shirey wanted to start a kiPP 

school here, but those plans were shelved—and 

shirey ended up opening a kiPP school in helena, 

ark.—after the effort generated resistance among 

some ebr school board members. 

but, as hamilton noted, the district now has a 

different board and a different superintendent. 

discussions between the superintendent and kiPP, 

in fact, date back to the chaotic months follow-

ing hurricane katrina, when Placide spoke by tele-

phone with kiPP officials about how the area 

might attract kiPP, according to the coalition’s 

application.

both hamilton and slaughter praised Placide 

for her support, which they said has been essen-

tial in baton rouge making it so far in the selection 

process.

and if baton rouge isn’t chosen this time 

around?

nobody has talked specifically about the next 

move, said slaughter, “but i believe we would try 

again.” •

 

“no other program has 
shown gains as great for 
as many poor children as 
kiPP has.” 

washington Post
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ith residents now moved out of renaissance village—the trailer community formed af-

ter katrina outside of baker —charlotte Provenza, director of the Ywca’s early head start 

Program, is working to have playground equipment at the site relocated. 

the equipment was originally donated to the Ywca by rosie o’donnell’s For all kids Foundation to 

benefit children and families impacted by hurricane katrina. 

the equipment, valued at $105,000, has already been removed from the baker site through a partner-

ship with brec. Plans are to split the equipment between the alaska street neighborhood Park in old 

Playground 
Move-around
ywCa COMplETES iTS RENaiSSaNCE villagE wORk By 

paRTNERiNg wiTh BREC TO RElOCaTE ThE FaCiliTy’S 

playgROuND >> by nAtHAn seLF photo by LOrI WAseLCHuK
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south baton rouge, a gardere Lane location 

and another undetermined site. 

“our partnership with brec,” says 

Provenza, “started as we looked to keep some 

of these assets—like the playground—in our 

community by partnering with an organiza-

tion that had the capacity to maintain it. they 

have helped us identify sites that will benefit 

most from the equipment, and we’re looking 

forward to seeing the pieces reinstalled in our 

community.”

the playground shift marks the end of three 

years’ work by the Yk hurricane response 

collaborative. Formed following katrina, the 

group included the Ywca early head start 

Program, arc baton rouge, ebr head start, 

children’s coalition of greater baton rouge, 

Family road of greater baton rouge and 

voa Partnerships in child care. 

since august 2005, the collaborative—co-

ordinated by Provenza—has been dedicated 

to helping young kids through community 

collaboration, including providing services 

at the children’s Plaza and Family center lo-

cated in renaissance village. 

the children’s Plaza and Family center, 

the first of its kind at a FeMa site, was the result 

of lengthy negotiations between FeMa and the 

Ywca to create a facility where residents could 

gather and service providers could work. Full-time 

child care, comprehensive family and child devel-

opment services, services for pregnant women 

and children with disabilities, medical and dental 

assistance, after-school tutoring, meal programs 

and other services were provided at the site. the 

Ywca assumed all responsibilities and liabilities 

associated with the site in order to make it a reality. 

ultimately more than 500 displaced children, their 

families and pregnant women directly benefitted 

from the services offered by the Yk collaborative.

other groups were also allowed to use the facil-

ity, and many groups took advantage of the oppor-

tunity to help people living in the temporary trailer 

community: catholic charities held employment 

and financial literacy workshops; the Lsu school of 

social work held activities for teens and families; 

the boy scouts of america held regular meetings 

for scouts. sister Judith brun of the community 

initiatives Foundation held activities for children, 

including art therapy, and residents held nearly 

nightly bible study sessions at the facility. in all, 

more than 30 service providers helped displaced 

residents recover from katrina and rita.

the Ywca, which managed the site, enrolled 

more than 20 children in their daily head start 

program and helped hundreds of teens a month 

through its teen center. “our idea,” says Provenza, 

“was to co-locate several important services so 

that we could provide the best care possible to dis-

placed residents as they recovered from katrina 

and rita. rosie’s Foundation made that possible 

by funding start-up and facility costs, and basic 

staffing.” 

 For all kids Foundation also paid for setup and 

removal of the facilities, as required by FeMa. the 

facility was also supported with funding from the 

administration for children and Families, the baton 

rouge area Foundation and others.

the partnership between service providers work-

ing at a single location within a temporary housing 

facility is now considered a national model that can 

be replicated to benefit people impacted by other 

disasters. •

“our idea was to 
co-locate several 
important services 
so that we could 
provide the best care 
possible to displaced 
residents…”

—charLotte Provenza, Ywca
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a
walk around the lakes at city Park and 

Lsu is interrupted. the sidewalks end. 

on occasion, the people who live and run 

around the lake get a strong whiff of dead fish, 

a consequence of fish kills because the lakes are 

shallow. 

Long planned, a project to dredge the lakes 

and use the sediment to create continuous paths 

around the lake is approaching a milestone. by 

september, the regional office of the army corps 

of engineers, the lead on the project, 

will run a feasibility study up the chain 

to seek money. nick sims, project 

manager for the corps, says the study 

is being wrapped up now. 

if done, the project would continue 

enhancements to the area. on the 

lakes, an improved city Park opened 

this year. the city-parish wants to fix 

the bumpy—and dangerous—bike and 

hike trail that runs along dalrymple 

drive, but Pete newkirk, department 

of Public works director, says the bids 

have been too high and the project is 

not on the schedule.

over time, sediment, particularly 

phosphorus, collects in the lakes, 

causing occasional fish kills. in re-

sponse, the corps dredges the lakes about every 

two decades. several years ago, the corps began 

discussions to dredge again, holding public meet-

ings to provide information and gather ideas. 

early ideas included using some of the dredged 

material to make islands, but the corps is back to 

an original scheme offered by brec under former 

superintendent Mark thornton. use the dredged 

material, he recommended, to build paths around 

the lake. 

sims says the paths are just part of the proposal. 

the corps also wants to build sitting areas with 

benches so people can take a break or sit and fish, 

which is already popular at certain spots on the 

lake. 

 the project would start with deepening of the 

lake, which is roughly three feet deep. sims says 

the corps wants to deepen it to an average of five 

feet. 

what’s more, the corps’ goal is to reduce the 

need to dredge in the future. it wants to do so by 

digging deeper in some parts, where pipes would 

be installed to move phosphorus from the lakes to 

corporation canal, which will remove the sediment 

big dig
DREDgiNg TO iMpROvE lakE hEalTh, BuilD paTh 

>> by MuKuL VerMA photos by tIM MueLLer
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to the river. sims calls it the trickle-tube system. 

“it adds sustainability to the project.”

the feasibility study is likely to trigger funding. 

Federal elected officials have power to add fund-

ing for such projects, says sims.

the corps could pay up to 65% of the esti-

mated $10 million project cost. Local groups are 

responsible for the rest. brec, the city-parish 

and Lsu are collaborating with the corps, and state 

sen. bill cassidy, r-baton rouge, has been involved 

in the project as well. ted Jack, brec planning di-

rector, says the locals have been discussing how 

much each can afford to pony up for the project. 

he estimates the six miles of paths would cost 

nearly $2 million. 

working in the favor of the project, just about all 

the homes on the lakes are across the roads, elimi-

nating the “not in my backyard” opposition.

the partners and residents must be patient. the 

project is taking time. after securing funding, the 

planning and design could take a year. that must 

be followed with bidding and construction. sims 

stayed away from committing to a schedule for 

the project, but promised the results would be 

welcome.

“it will be nice out there,” says sims. •

walkers, joggers and bikers navigate between 
paved trails and roads around the lSu lakes.
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whaT’SNEXT?

B
aton rouge already has a town square, but 

by default, not by design. tree-lined north 

boulevard serves as a gathering space for 

runners, holiday celebrations and festivals. it’s a 

nice space that is destined to become much more 

lively, for the city-parish has set aside $4.5 million 

to start building a new town square there. 

the space for the square, from about the shaw 

center for the arts to Fifth street, is a lively loca-

tion now with other construction. the new parish 

courthouse is going up on the block, as is an ad-

dition to city Plaza, Mike wampold’s office build-

ing. the Foundation is building out the former 

stroube’s space on the road for a restaurant. 

an initial concept for the square has been com-

pleted. the details of the space will be filled out by 

brown danos Land design and Joey Furr design 

studios. the two baton rouge firms are collabo-

rating with a unique group to design the square. 

gathering 
Place
NEw TOwN SquaRE will DEFiNE 

BaTON ROugE
>> by MuKuL VerMA photo by tIM MueLLer

Dana Brown, of Brown Danos land Design, is leading 
a team to create a town square. “The core of any 

community is a downtown that has vigorous activity.”
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whaT’SNEXT?

on the team, for instance, is Jenni Peters, owner 

of varsity sports and a leader in the local running 

movement. a slam poet, a music producer and oth-

ers are providing ideas as well. 

Currents had a conversation with project man-

ager dana brown of brown danos about the town 

square, which should open in 2010.

Did Baton Rouge have 

a town square?

there used to be a 

major node where the 

diagonals cross on 

north boulevard, where 

the town square will be. 

that node was obliter-

ated. a lot of towns go 

through phases of life. in 

most cases, what used 

to be town squares are 

no more. in some his-

toric places, they are 

preserved as always. 

Like Jackson square in new orleans. Like boston 

commons. they are historic spots; no one touched 

them. 

So there wasn’t enough quality in Baton 

Rouge’s square to save it? 

and not enough history, or culture or activity in 

the space for people to say, “no! don’t put a road 

there or don’t do this or that.”

Have other cities re-established their town 

squares?

i’ve seen it in larger sub-cities of bigger towns, 

like parts of new York and Los angeles, where 

whole neighborhoods are bigger than all of down-

town baton rouge. the neighborhoods needed 

common spaces and created the square. 

are there other areas in Baton Rouge where a 

square could be built?

 You don’t have the urbanity. the rest of the city 

has more park-like settings instead. they are cre-

ating a square at Perkins rowe, but that’s a square 

around a commercial development, not a public 

space. You can create squares in some little towns, 

like independence and zachary. they have town 

centers that are pretty 

special.

In your mind, what 

does the Baton Rouge 

square look like?

it’s about an im-

age. the image that 

the square is the cul-

tural, social, public cen-

ter of baton rouge. 

it’s the place to be. it’s 

the place every tour-

ist would definitely go 

to see, like they visit 

Jackson square on new orleans visits. but it’s not 

for tourists, it’s for locals. Locals know that’s where 

you go. You just end up there because there is so 

much going on around there. 

It seems like a good location for a town square. 

Yes. and there is space because of north 

boulevard and galvez Plaza. it’s right by the river. 

and it’s near other civic spaces. 

What do you envision within the space?

i don’t have any preconceived notions. we have 

the people to help us think of the types of pro-

grams in the space that are not being done there 

yet. Live after Five is there. Parades are there. 

road races begin there. but there could be a whole 

other number of activities that happen there that i 

haven’t thought of. which is why we have enlisted 

You just end up 
there because 

there is so much 
going on around 

there.
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a slam poet, a musician, an artist, a sports person. 

the symphony wants to work with us on the proj-

ect. we expect others to join as they think of uses 

for the space. 

The space is broken up. The roads don’t align. 

Will there be some road shifting?

there are some traffic studies being done to see 

what we can do. 

In town squares, there isn’t much traffic. Is this 

what you envision for the space?

in europe, the square has no curbs. there is 

nothing to tell the traffic where to go. this is not a 

big issue of safety because of the way the spaces 

are designed. they are designed for pedestrians 

and the cars are intruders. when someone drives 

in, they feel their way around and it’s their respon-

sibility to get through. so they don’t need the 

curbs and traffic lights. that’s an idea we will con-

sider. or maybe we can take the cars out for a 

time, for a race or other event. 

Does the square reflect downtown or the wider 

city?

downtown is baton rouge. the core of any 

healthy community is a downtown that has vig-

orous activity. Much of it is informal and hap-

penstance, because everybody is gathered in a 

downtown area and working on other things and 

they encounter each other. in downtown, other 

things happen now to a certain degree among 

a concept for the town square on North Boulevard was created by washer hill & lipscomb, 
Eskew+Dumez+Ripple and Reich associates. a master plan now under way will provide a final design. 
The square should be ready in 2010.
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businesspeople. we need the social side as well. 

it creates community. You can’t have community 

without an actual physical space that has an iden-

tity that people relate to. 

Will the town square be built in a way that the 

community can change it?

we are hoping to design the physical space so it 

can accommodate activ-

ities. it’s not unlike man-

ufacturing or commercial 

spaces, or the concept of 

having a street grid. they 

are flexible so they can be 

a lot of things. if you de-

sign it for just one or two 

purposes, you prevent 

a lot of the other things 

from happening. the 

space will have to be very 

open to be used in many 

ways and very easily. 

There is an initial de-

sign of the square. Do 

you expect it to resem-

ble that rendering?

it was pretty concep-

tual. there are elements 

that were pretty good and people want to see in 

the square. we are going from a conceptual plan 

to a master plan, which is when you see the details. 

the conceptual plan is our starting point.

What do you expect from Galvez Plaza?

 i think it needs to be reworked. it blocks people 

off. it precludes it from being one big space. it’s al-

ready defined as “that’s it, stop here.” 

especially because of the bus stop.

that’s going to go. it’s going to be redesigned 

under another contract. where it goes, we will fig-

ure out with cats. 

What else do you see changing?

the big thing is that it should be a pedestrian 

space that the cars are intruding upon. it should re-

ally be the full extension 

of third street, because 

the axis is important.

i think we need some 

shade, so maybe Live 

after Five could occur 

later in the spring and 

earlier in the fall, move 

more into summer. Maybe 

the shade could be some-

thing that pulls out during 

an event and goes away 

after it. 

there are so many 

things we need to accom-

modate in the square. 

school kids, for instance, 

come to the shaw center 

for the arts. where are 

they going to eat lunch? 

When the square is done, what’s next?

this is phase 1 of the master plan for the river-

front. there is more work to be done on the river, 

getting across river road, making those connec-

tions, whether they are overhead or ground plane. 

and there is the whole riverfront. there is a lot of 

work to do. •

whaT’SNEXT?

You can’t have 
community 
without an 

actual physical 
space that has 

an identity 
that people 

relate to.
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Become a Platinum-level member of the Manship Theatre today 
and help us bring the finest performing artists in the world to Baton Rouge.

 
Platinum level membership begins at $1000 per year for a minimum of three years. 

For more information about this or other giving opportunities, 
contact Terry Serio, Manship Theatre Director of Development, 

(225) 389-7222 or (225) 317-1367.

Become a Platinum-level Member.

Art that moves, 
performances that can change your life.

Our stage is intimate. Our audiences are inspired.
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Just as high food prices decades ago 

sparked investments that led to the “green 

revolution,” higher gas prices are prompting a 

rush to create new energy technologies. solar 

companies particularly are in high gear. 

among them are sunPower and heliovolt. 

in spring, each of the firms announced ad-

vancements in solar power technology.

sunPower announced it had produced a 

solar cell that was 23.4% efficient, an im-

provement over its 22%-efficient technology 

already in mass production. the new tech-

nique—more efficient at turning sunlight into 

energy—will be available in two years. the 

latest breakthrough illustrates progress to-

ward the company’s goal to cut solar system 

costs in half by 2012.

Meanwhile, heliovolt is developing thin-

film solar cells using copper-indium-gal-

lium-selenide instead of silicon. the firm says 

it has produced cigs cells in just six min-

utes, demonstrating it can dramatically boost 

production, thereby sharply reducing the 

cost of solar systems. the company is re-

fining its technology for mass production. 

heliovolt promises to have its thin-film so-

lar cells—which will be printed akin to ink on 

newsprint—integrated in building products, 

including roofing tiles and sunshades. 

other firms are also competing to expand 

the thin-film solar cell market. •

Rays of Hope

a traffic innovation that began in indiana is getting traction across 

the country. if you have seen a flashing yellow arrow, you know why. 

easy to understand, the new wrinkle in traffic management also 

shrinks the chance of accidents at intersections.

the flashing yellow tells motorists it’s ok to make left-hand turns 

but only after yielding to oncoming traffic. this year, Michigan’s 

department of transportation has begun mandating that flashing 

yellows replace flashing red turn signals across the state.

the state of Louisiana has begun exploring the option, but is not 

convinced that people will understand the need to yield any better, 

says brendan rush of the state department of transportation. •

Proceed with caution
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the distance driven hasn’t factored into 

the cost of automobile insurance. People 

who drive sparingly pick up the cost of in-

suring motorists who drive a lot. that could 

be changing.

in three states so far, Progressive 

insurance has started discounting rates for 

people based on how much they drive and 

how safe they drive. conversely, insurance 

costs under the Myrate plan—available in 

Michigan, oregon and Minnesota—can be 

higher for motorists driving more than the 

norm. 

drivers who choose Myrate plug a sen-

sor into their car. the sensor monitors dis-

tance and aggressive driving. Periodically, 

the driver uploads the information to 

Progressive. the insurance company, known 

for innovation, says good drivers can re-

ceive up to 40% insurance discounts. 

now that the technology for measur-

ing driver behavior is cheaply available, you 

can expect more insurers to try the new 

schemes, aligning motoring costs to driving 

patterns. •

Now that’s Progressive

it’s ugly, but don’t judge the amazon e-

book by its cover. a surprise best seller, the 

kindle is creating suspense in the publishing 

business. 

the kindle is powered by a computer, 

which displays text on e-paper, an ultra-

thin black-and-white display. the device, the 

size of a paperback with a keyboard, can 

wirelessly download 125,000 titles, as well 

as newspapers and magazines available at 

amazon.com. want to buy a book while at 

the beach, just search the kindle and down-

load the latest page-turner to the device in 

seconds.

when the kindle launched last november, 

amazon couldn’t keep the device in stock, 

even at $359 per machine. 

at a national book fair in June, amazon 

founder Jeff bezos reported the kindle al-

ready accounts for 6% of sales for the 

125,000 titles available in print and digitally. 

knowing the tra-

jectory of technol-

ogy, future kindles and 

tablet computing de-

vices from competitors 

are likely to be more use-

ful. For instance, organic 

light emitting diodes—the 

next generation of color dis-

plays—are bright and light. 

when they become cheaper 

in coming years, a color e-book could dis-

play video and words and have hyperlinks. 

users then could have virtual book clubs and 

more. 

still, don’t count out the printed book. a 

random house/zogby poll released at book 

expo america showed that 82% of all read-

ers prefer printed books. even among the 30 

set, only 13% expressed comfort with read-

ing books electronically. •

No dog ears
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disgusted by the mess he saw spilling out of trash cans in boston, Jim 

Poss devised a solution. his welcome invention is slowly spreading around 

the world. 

Poss’ firm, seahorse Power, produces a solar-powered trash compactor. 

known as the bigbelly, the high-tech trash can is used at boston’s Fenway 

Park, baltimore’s inner harbour, the alamo, chicago’s Millennium Park, 

harvard university and other locations. baton rouge’s downtown district 

could install them.

by compacting, bigbelly holds up to five times more refuse than ordinary 

cans, which the firm’s marketing vP, richard kennelly, says eliminates four 

out of five pickups, reducing operating costs. the cans cost about $3,500 

apiece. 

“because it’s doing the work that is being done by collection crews, payback is 

under two years,” said kennelly.

the cans can be monitored remotely, letting users know when they need to be 

emptied. 

the bigbelly makes sense in places with heavy usage, such as college campuses, 

parks, downtowns. it’s also economical in remote places that are expensive to ser-

vice, such as trailheads.

but the product is also compelling because it fulfills Poss’ initial desire. the trash 

is contained, so is the stench. •

Tidy solution

bike sharing has made a beachhead in america, just in time to combat wal-

let-draining gasoline prices. becoming common in large european cities, a 

bike sharing system has launched first on our shores in washington, d.c. 

For $40 per year, smartbike dc offers 120 bikes at 10 stations in the city. 

the number of stations and bikes should grow with popularity. 

by swiping cards at bike racks, riders get access to 

two-wheelers for up to three hours at a time. bikes can 

be returned to any of the racks. 

clear channel, the radio and billboard com-

pany, is running the program under its city con-

tract for bus shelter signs. the company has 

smartbikes across europe and is in talks 

with other american cities to expand in the 

united states. •

Bicycle built for many
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working with a north carolina company, 

Pennington biomedical research center is going 

hunting. zen-bio and the baton rouge research 

center will explore natural compounds that could 

prevent and treat metabolic disease and obesity. 

the market is big. about 142 million americans 

are considered obese, a figure based on a body 

mass index of 25. bMi is a measure of body fat 

based on height and weight.

First, zen-bio and Pennington will screen thou-

sands of botanical extracts for their beneficial 

effects on primary human abdominal fat cells 

and adult stem cells. Pennington and rutgers 

university have built a library of botanical ex-

tracts, which zen-bio will scan with its human fat-

derived stem cell screening system.

“one of our goals was 

to find and test promising 

botanicals that may be ef-

fective in treating obesity, 

and equally as important, pre-

venting the progression to dia-

betes,” said dr. william cefalu of 

Pennington. “clearly, obesity and 

diabetes increase heart disease risk 

and both are reaching epidemic levels. we 

believe we can make real progress quickly in our 

search for effective clinical interventions. “

a grant from the national institutes of health is 

funding the research. zen-bio provides research 

tools for the study of human metabolic disease. •

Skinny bugs
Containing salicylic acid, willow 
bark combated fever and pain in 
the 18th century and led to the 
creation of aspirin. 

Party in the street for the Arts!
Friday, January 9, 2009
Downtown Baton Rouge

TICKETS: 225.344.8558

Where craftsmanship is 
not a lost art!

The first Saturday of each month 
5th St. & Main St., 8 am to noon

Plus: first three Saturdays in December
FREE to the public

Baton Rouge’s premier
Art & Music Festival

May 2, 2009: Saturday 10 am – 7 pm  
May 3, 2009: Sunday 12 – 6 pm

Downtown BR. FREE to the public.

Unleash the artist within! 
Arts Blasts, Classes for Children, 

Adults & Professionals
Visit www.artsbr.org for dates and 

registration fees

The Arts Council is a catalyst providing artistic 
experiences for eleven parishes through arts education, 
grants, jobs, programs, and events.
Support your Arts Council & Community Fund for the Arts
www.artsbr.org/225.344.8558
427 Laurel Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70801

FestForAll
EXPERIENCE THE ARTS FIRST HAND

Year-round exhibitions by area artists
427 Laurel St., FREE to the public

World-Class Season

EDDIE PALMIERI 
Oct 2, 2008

7 pm & 9 pm
REGINA CARTER 
Nov 6, 2008
7 pm & 9 pm

BLUE NOTE RECORDS 
70TH ANNIVERSARY

Feb 26, 2009
7 pm & 9 pm
PATTI AUSTIN 

Mar 26, 2009
7 pm & 9 pm

TICKETS: www.manshiptheatre.org

CFACommunity 
Fund for 
the Arts

The Community Fund for the Arts 
funds 14 arts organizations that enrich 
our lives with the arts. www.brcfa.org

Concerts every Sunday in 
October & April at 

Lafayette Park 
FREE to the public 

brunch  & music under the oaks 

CHILDREN  � ADULTS �  PROFESSIONALS

and Experience the Arts with the Arts Council
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gRaNTED

Medical Missionaries
CaRiNg FOR ThE uNiNSuRED, aND lighTENiNg ThE ER’S lOaD
>> by MAGGIe HeYn rICHArDsOn photo by BrIAn BAIAMOnte

a
ndrew smart is talkative and cheerful, but 

his cloudy eyes look tired as he reclines in 

the examining room chair. a nurse breezes 

in, offers a robust greeting and takes his vital signs. 

she asks smart how he’s been feeling while his 

daughter, Latasha, looks on. 

smart, 60, says that until recently he was in over-

all good health. the building supply company main-

tenance worker recounts that he has spent most 

of his life doing physical labor, and that he used 

to lift weights vigorously (the reason, he laughs, 

he looks so good now). 

but a frightening bout 

of breathlessness three 

months ago sent smart 

to the emergency room 

at earl k. Long Memorial 

hospital. 

smart was stabilized 

and sent home, but doctors discovered chronic hy-

pertension. with no health insurance, smart had 

few options for follow-up visits, and if unchecked, 

his condition could lead to stroke. ideally, he would 

have been assigned a primary care physician 

through earl k. Long, but the publicly funded facili-

ty’s rolls are full. the best a new patient can expect 

is a lengthy waiting list. 

but smart’s doctors had a new option. they is-

sued orders for a check-up one week later at the 

Lsu Mid city Medical clinic on north Foster drive, 

an after-hours operation staffed entirely by vol-

unteer physicians, nurses and social workers serv-

ing through the volunteer health corps of baton 

rouge. 

the year-old vhc provides care to the unin-

sured—particularly patients with diabetes and high 

blood pressure who formerly turned to the er. 

“they needed a bridge to get them from the 

emergency room to an established medical home,” 

says vhc board member Michael rolfsen, part of 

the founding team and an internist at the baton 

rouge clinic. three years ago, rolfsen and oth-

ers were moved after volunteering with hurricane 

katrina victims. they wanted to create a permanent 

vehicle for health care professionals to continue to 

give back. 

rolfsen says they also wanted to do something 

else: develop a model that 

lessened the burden on 

the state health care sys-

tem, which absorbs the li-

on’s share of uninsured 

patients. working with ad-

ministrators at Lsu health 

care services, along 

with officials at earl k. Long and other hospitals 

throughout baton rouge, the team created an ef-

ficient strategy for treating patients who need im-

mediate care, and who are better served outside 

the er. 

Last year, more than 100 different local doctors, 

nurse practitioners, nurses and social workers cared 

for 650 patients through the program, says vhc 

executive director Michele w. broome. 

the easiest part of her job is recruiting 

volunteers. 

“it’s incredibly gratifying,” says volunteer wendy 

rasmussen, a former rn who now works in emer-

gency preparedness for Lsu health care services. 

“we all have a higher purpose. it’s actually self-

serving for me in a way, because i love being 

around and caring for families again.” 

health CheCk
donors of the baton rouge area Foundation 

have granted $180,000 to volunteer health 

corps since 2006.
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by day, the Mid city clinic is a state-run medi-

cal facility offering family medicine, dermatology 

and other services. by night, the dermatology wing 

is transformed into vhc’s bustling doctors’ office, 

where more than a dozen patients are treated every 

tuesday night. 

“it was an efficient use of existing space,” says 

broome. “there was no need for new bricks and 

mortar.” 

the vibe is serene, and the patients are calm. 

despite working elsewhere all day, the staff is re-

laxed and eager to help. 

“You feel totally appreciated,” says broome. “it’s a 

completely different experience for our volunteers 

than what they may have faced during the day.” 

smart noticed it off the bat. “everybody is so re-

laxed,” he says. “it makes me feel relaxed.”

Patients are between 35 and 60 years old, says 

broome. all are either uninsured or underinsured, 

and most struggle to afford the multiple prescrip-

tion drugs required to manage their conditions. 

Many have let them lapse. 

“a lot of what i do is finding resources for people,” 

says heather Frazier, a licensed clinical social worker 

who rounded out the vhc’s two-person staff in May. 

“they desperately need prescription assistance. 

Many need transportation, and, believe it or not, af-

fordable housing, too.” 

the program recently added colonoscopies on 

Monday nights at the Lsu health system surgical 

Facility on Perkins road. the free screenings help 

relieve the backlog at earl k. Long, where patients in 

need of the procedure face a one-year wait. rolfsen 

says vhc is paying close attention to other unin-

sured medical needs, like orthopedic services, in the 

hope of adding them in the future. the goal is to 

continue supporting earl k. Long and its patients, he 

says.

expansion, says broome, looks promising when 

you consider the response from the medical 

community. 

volunteer physician curtis c. chastain ii, an inter-

nist at our Lady of the Lake specializing in men’s 

health, says his nights at the clinic help him stay 

close to his core values as a physician.

“this,” he says, “is why i went to medical school.” •

Dr. Mitch Montelaro checks out aaron McDonald at the lSu Medical Clinic on North Foster Drive, 
an after-hours operation staffed entirely by volunteer physicians.
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ThECORRiDOR SouthweSt louiSiana/laFaYette/Baton Rouge/noRthShoRe

S
outh Louisiana residents work hard. on oc-

casion, they also take more than an hour for 

lunch, drink with co-workers after 5 p.m. or 

sneak out early to make the 

kid’s soccer game or dance 

recital.

and that creates a twinge 

of guilt. 

it shouldn’t. research from 

gsd&M’s idea city, which the 

Foundation hired for a me-

dia campaign to help boost 

the economy of the 10/12 cor-

ridor, reveals that the balance 

between life and work makes 

south Louisiana unique—and 

desirable to people who may 

want to relocate here. 

“People are craving more 

substantive experiences and 

Louisiana can become a mag-

net to them,” said idea city’s 

haley rushing, who digs into 

cultures like an anthropologist 

to deliver purpose-based mar-

keting plans.

the Foundation’s 10/12 cor-

ridor project began in 2007. 

the goal was to flip the nega-

tive image of south Louisiana 

and to create jobs in parishes that border i-10 and 

i-12 from Lake charles to the northshore. the new 

wealth would offset the economic downturn ex-

pected with the end of the hurricane economy.

For the project, the Foundation recruited lead-

ers from across the region 

and hired idea city to create a 

brand and marketing strategy 

to promote the corridor.

idea city, based in austin, 

was chosen because it had a 

background in purpose-based 

branding and had run inno-

vative, successful campaigns. 

wal-Mart had grown to be the 

largest retailer in the world 

with idea city as its market-

ing agency. southwest airlines 

soared with idea city’s suc-

cessful pitch, “You are now 

free to move about the coun-

try,” which was based on dis-

covering the airline’s purpose 

of democratizing air travel. 

tAKe OFF
to launch the 10/12 initia-

tive, corridor leaders flew to 

idea city offices in May 2007. 

there, shreveport demog-

rapher elliot stonecipher re-

vealed some unexpected 

facts. even though young talent was fleeing 

Louisiana, his analysis showed the parishes along 

corridor of opportunity
iDEa CiTy DElivERS a MEDia CaMpaigN TO luRE 
CREaTivE ClaSS >> by MuKuL VerMA photo by tIM MueLLer

rOad tO PrOsPerity

What: working with leaders from 

Lake charles to the northshore, the 

Foundation is creating a marketing 

campaign.

When: the creative concepts by 

gsd&M idea city are nearly com-

pleted. the Foundation is talking to 

state leaders about launching the 

campaign. 

Why: the campaign is designed to 

create jobs by drawing creative cata-

lysts to the region and by improving 

the image of Louisiana.
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since 1980, 365,000 people had moved into those 

parishes, which accounted for one-third of the 

state’s population. 

Pushed by that favorable wind, the leaders—

mayors, chamber chiefs, foundation heads—got to 

work. sitting at computers running collaboration 

software, they shared ideas, challenges and issues. 

with the basic facts and a marketing challenge, 

rushing and her crew spent months learning about 

south Louisiana, reading reports and books, inter-

viewing residents and expatriates, living in the area 

to understand it. 

on their culture dive, they discovered a differ-

ent south Louisiana, one that people who live 

here cherish but often don’t believe is valuable. 

“You would think everyone in Louisiana is at the 

end of their rope and miserable, but that’s com-

pletely contradictory to what you find there,” says 

rushing. “we found a high quality of life, among 

SouthweSt louiSiana/laFaYette/Baton Rouge/noRthShoRe

“we found a high quality of life, 
among the highest we have ever 

experienced in the country. it’s very 
european in nature.” 

—haLeY rushing, idea citY
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the highest we have ever experienced in the coun-

try. it’s very european in nature.”

WeLCOMe BALAnCe
as in europe, life is balanced in Louisiana. People 

engage in meaningful work within a meaningful life. 

they wake up, enjoy breakfast, work at something 

they care about, lunch with friends, work some 

more, lounge after work with co-workers, have din-

ner with family and friends, go to bed knowing a 

good day was lived. 

“Joie de vivre pervades the Louisiana zeitgeist 

from morning to night. while people in other states 

are putting together to do lists, Louisiana residents 

are actually doing it,” says rushing.

 a life well lived is the advantage idea city wants 

the corridor to market to the rest of the country. 

and that meshes with the firm’s research, which 

shows millions of americans spend too much time 

working, not knowing their neighbors, discon-

nected from their own families. 

rushing says what Louisiana has to offer should 

be promoted to the creative catalysts, a subset of 

the job-fostering creative class that seeks what 

south Louisiana has to offer. 

the purpose of the campaign: to bring energy 

to life. 

says idea city, “energy for life is a call to ac-

tion based on the amazing opportunity that exists 

in Louisiana today. it asks people to get fired up 

and contribute their talents to making their mark in 

Louisiana. the challenges that make people want 

to leave Louisiana are the very same challenges 

that create meaningful opportunities for talented 

people in Louisiana.”

idea city followed with a marketing plan and ini-

tial creative concepts, which were presented in 

the second quarter. the brand for the region is 

“creative corridor.” the targeted creative cata-

lysts number 28 million and generally are 25- to 

49-year-olds. thirty-six percent are college grad-

uates, 55% have household incomes of more than 

$75,000 and 32% are single. 

creative catalysts, says idea city, strive to im-

prove their lives, measure success by happiness 

and not their bank accounts, want to make a differ-

ence and enjoy standing out. 

next steP
idea city is fine-tuning a number of creative 

concepts, the basis for a print, online and broad-

cast campaign. among the possible campaigns 

is the “Louisiana rescue squad,” a sort of eMs 

unit to correct misled lives. in ads, the squad, 

says rushing, could facilitate experiences in other 

places that are common in Louisiana, such as 

showing people how to connect to their neighbors 

or telling them it’s ok to leave work at 4 p.m. to at-

tend a child’s recital. 

the ads would drive people to a website, which 

would be designed to provide them with more in-

formation about south Louisiana opportunities and 

give them a path to relocate to the region. 

as a next step, the Foundation is talking with 

state officials to fund the advertising campaign, 

which is expected to meet the original goal of 

creating jobs and shining the image of south 

Louisiana. •
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Special thanks to the River City Jazz Masters Series Sponsors

Presented by the Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge
and the River City Jazz Coalition 

Jazz It Up!
with four great performances

EDDIE PALMIERI 
Oct 2, 08 - 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
He is the explosive, 
unpredictable lion of the 
keyboard. This nine-time 
Grammy winner refreshes 
Latin music by introducing 
rock licks, urban poetry 
and elements of tango and 
cumbia. The New York Times 
says, “Mr. Palmieri…can make 
a piano roar.”

REGINA CARTER 
Nov 6, 08 - 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
An expansive talent – from 
Afro-Cuban and East Indian 
influences to classical, bebop, 
and rhythm and blues – this 
leading jazz violinist whom 
Time Magazine declared, 
“breathtakingly daring” will 
take us to unimaginable bliss. 

The River City Jazz Coalition thanks:
Entergy, The John and Virginia Noland Fund, The McMains Foundation, The Josef Sternberg Memorial Fund, C.J. Blache and 

Sherri McConnell, Leo and Gwendolyn Hamilton, Tim and Stacia Hardy, Cornelius and Karen Lewis, Dr. Albert and Roberta Sam, 
Janet Boles and Scott Crawford, Lamar, Capital One, and J.P. Morgan Chase

This performance is funded in part by a grant from the Southern Arts Federation in partnership with the National Endowment 
for the Arts and the Louisiana Division of the Arts.  Additional support provided by the Ella Fitzgerald Charitable Foundation.

EDDIE PALMIERI

PATTI AUSTIN

PURCHASE TICKETS 
at the Manship 
Theatre Ticket Desk: 
100 Lafayette St., or 
call 225.344.0334, 
or on-line: www.
manshiptheatre.org 

FOR MORE INFO 
about the concerts 
and the Arts Council of 
Greater Baton Rouge 
visit www.artsbr.org or 
call 225.344.8558

BLUE NOTE RECORDS 
70TH ANNIVERSARY
Feb 26, 09 - 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Celebrating 70 years of 
creating what’s next in ” jazz!” 
Blue Note Records has been 
the home to Coltrane, Miles, 
Monk and other jazz greats. 
Bill Charlap, Ravi Coltrane, 
Peter Bernstein, Nicholas 
Payton, Steve Wilson, Peter 
Washington and Lewis Nash 
perform together in this 
exclusive jazz event that shows 
off the best of what was, is and 
will be.

PATTI AUSTIN 
Mar 26, 09 - 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
This phenomenal singer 
began her career at age 
four; today she is one of the 
most beloved artists in the 
world. She received the 2008 
Grammy Award for Best Jazz 
Vocalist and she really knows 
how to swing! The New York 
Times called her performance 
“Exhilarating!” 

BLUE NOTE RECORDS 
70TH ANNIVERSARY

REGINA CARTER

Nicholas Payton
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a
sk any marketer and they will 

tell you about the perils of di-

rect mail—about the slow, of-

ten miniscule return that advertisers 

get on sales letters, brochures, fly-

ers and other notices. it’s a truth we 

can all witness on a daily basis as we 

sort through the coupons and cards in 

our own mailboxes.  so when an un-

solicited invitation arrived in doyle 

coatney’s mailbox last year, probabil-

ity was in favor of it ending up in a re-

cycling bin. instead, the invitation led 

coatney to a reception introducing the 

newly formed northshore community 

Foundation to the region. 

and that eventually led to a new re-

source for nonprofits working on the 

northshore.

at the reception, coatney mingled 

with other community and business 

leaders from across the four parish 

area and was introduced to susan bonnett, the 

ceo of the new organization bent on enhancing 

the quality of life in the region. 

Later, coatney met with bonnett, and over 

lunch they discussed the future of the northshore 

community Foundation. having lived in the area 

since 1995, coatney was optimistic about the po-

tential for the new Foundation and asked what he 

could do to help.

FOLLOW tHe MOneY
coatney, originally from texas, said that he 

moved to Louisiana to follow his paycheck. 

tuboscope, an oilfield service company, transferred 

him to Louisiana. in 1972, after realizing his chances 

of advancement with his employer were limited, 

coatney, at the age of 36, rolled the dice and pur-

chased acme truck Line inc. by assuming the debt 

of the company. 

the oilfield hauling company had just six trucks. 

when he sold the company to his son in 2000, the 

From acme to Philanthropy
COaTNEy pROviDES liFT TO NORThShORE NONpROFiTS 
>> by nAtHAn seLF

The death of Doyle Coatney’s wife from cancer is among the 
reasons he has used his wealth to care for others. 
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line had grown to more than 1,000 trucks and $104 

million in revenues. today, the company has more 

than 2,000 trucks and projects revenue of $250 

million in 2008.

coatney’s legacy, though, isn’t limited to the con-

tinued success of his former business. he is a mem-

ber of the board of counselors for northshore 

ochsner, has been the featured speaker at their 

annual Founders day celebration and has been 

honored as a doctor of Philanthropy. his work 

with ochsner includes the soon to be com-

pleted coatney wellness Park, including the karen 

coatney Memorial Labyrinth located in the park at 

the ochsner health center in covington. 

the labyrinth was named to honor coatney’s 

wife, who died december 2005 after a long battle 

with breast cancer. coatney describes his wife as 

a spiritual, artistic person who would love the idea 

of a place where patients and their families can 

find peace, meditate and pray or wander around in 

the quiet. he recalls a conversation with candice 

watkins, mayor of covington, mentioning at an 

ochsner board meeting that it would be nice for 

the coatney park to have a labyrinth.

he has also been a devoted supporter of ed-

ucation, first setting up an education fund for 

his nieces and nephews to pay for making good 

grades on their report cards and college expenses.  

in 1992, coatney endowed a scholarship to blinn 

college in brenham, texas, where he was a mem-

ber of the football, basketball, baseball and track 

teams. each year a needy student from coatney’s 

alma matta, Montgomery high school, is chosen 

for this scholarship. coatney personally reviews the 

applications and selects the student who will re-

ceive this award.

coatney has also established the coatney 

Leadership center and coatney Leadership award 

at st. Martin’s episcopal school in Metairie. the 

center’s mission is to foster leadership skills in 

students through state-of-the-art pedagogical 

research for faculty and sports-based character de-

velopment programs for students. coatney realizes 

the importance of leadership because of personal 

experiences. For example, after college, coatney 

entered the army as a private. he was later se-

lected to attend officer candidate school in Fort 

benning, ga. he graduated and was commissioned 

a 2nd Lt. infantry Platoon Leader.

“i always believed that you’ve got to take care of 

your family first,” he says, “and people and orga-

nizations that have helped you, and then you can 

branch out and give to your interests.” 

BLAzInG A trAIL 

the northshore community Foundation wanted 

a hub for local nonprofits, a place where they could 

go for technical assistance, training and other re-

sources.  bonnett was quick to think of coatney 

because, as she says, “doyle gets it!”

Located in Mandeville, the new coatney 

northshore center for Philanthropy is staffed 

through a partnership with the Louisiana 

assosciation of nonprofit organizations and will 

feature classes to teach community volunteers the 

value of philanthropy and service, and trainings to 

increase the capacity of nonprofit organizations 

serving the region.

“i could live anywhere,” says coatney, “but i 

choose to live here.” •

coatney was 
optimistic about 
the potential 
for the new 
Foundation and 
asked what he 
could do to help.
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F
irst-time visitors motoring to baton rouge 

are greeted by the lights on the Mississippi 

river bridge. the lights do more than wel-

come people to baton rouge. they also speak 

of the energy of Forum 35, a young profession-

als group that raised the funds to light the bridge 

more than a decade ago, its first civic project to 

improve the region. 

now, Forum 35 has taken to the road. across 

south Louisiana, the organization is helping young 

professionals establish or grow their own versions 

of the group. “we will all be working for the same 

cause, for our cities,” said John Jackson, a Forum 

35 board member.

Forum 35 started the initiative last year, but ac-

celerated it this year, said Jackson. that has re-

sulted in visits and conversations across the region. 

when they meet with young professionals, Forum 

35 members share what they have learned and of-

fer lessons in operations, which include bylaws 101. 

a committee of Forum 35 members has talked 

with young professionals in Lafayette, Lake charles 

and Mandeville. the early results are impressive. 

two of the groups have grown rapidly; the third—

a much newer one—has gained solid footing for 

expansion.

LAKe CHArLes reGIOn
in a region that includes Lake charles, courtney 

hearod heads the upstart young professionals 

group. it started over coffee meetings on Friday, 

when hearod, who owns an insurance agency with 

her husband, gathered with business owners to 

share experiences and conjure strategies. 

“as my grandparents said, some of the best con-

versations in life happen over a cup of coffee,” said 

hearod. 

the conversations expanded; an organization 

was formed. named Fusion 5, its goal is to gather 

people across five parishes—allen, beauregard, 

cameron, calcasieu and Jeff davis—to “educate, 

facilitate and illuminate,” said hearod. 

closely allied with the chamber of commerce for 

southwest Louisiana, Fusion 5 meets to lunch and 

learn monthly. it also facilitates professional devel-

opment. at a recent membership meeting, Fusion 

replicating Forum 35
yOuNg pROFESSiONal gROupS FORM aCROSS ThE 10/12 

CORRiDOR >> by MuKuL VerMA

SouthweSt louiSiana/laFaYette/Baton Rouge/noRthShoRe

Young Leaders for a Better Baton Rouge
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5 entered the world of public policy, getting an 

update about the region from political and civic 

leaders. 

“we have an opportunity to speak on what’s go-

ing on in the community,” said hearod. 

Fusion 5 is moving into philanthropy as well. the 

group is brainstorming a fundraising function to 

raise money for education.

the goal was to sign up 75 members this 

year; the group had 87 members in just three 

months. “it’s exciting to see like-minded individu-

als who saw a void in our 

community.”

nOrtHsHOre
to start a young profes-

sionals organization in st. 

tammany and tangipahoa, 

Michelle avery was re-

cruited. it made sense. 

she was a member of 

Forum 35 before moving 

to Mandeville, which was 

closer to her husband’s job. 

an accountant, avery 

has recruited a steering 

committee to begin creating a young profession-

als organization. the committee was set to discuss 

goals and choose a direction this summer. 

 she describes the area as three population 

centers, each separated by 20 miles of forests. 

“it’s a geographic divide, a challenge we have to 

overcome.”

unlike the other areas of the corridor, the 

northshore skews a bit older. Young professionals 

move from new orleans to the area after they get 

married, says avery. she expects to work with the 

st. tammany west chamber of commerce and the 

northshore community Foundation, a partner of 

the baton rouge area Foundation. 

“when it’s formed, we want a signature project 

to kick things off.”

LAFAYette
the idea for a young 

professionals group in 

Lafayette had been simmering 

for a number of years. Finally, ben berthelot joined 

a couple of peers to form a steering committee 

and get started. 

“our mission is to promote civic engagement 

and educate on the issues facing the community,” 

said berthelot, whose day 

job is assistant to Parish 

President Joey durel. 

“ultimately, our goal is to 

give the younger genera-

tion a voice on key issues 

in the community. one day, 

key stakeholders would 

come to us for our ideas 

on issues and we would 

be involved in community 

decisions.”

the group is named 705, 

reflecting the zip code for 

Lafayette. Launched in 

october, 705 has more than 200 members. 705 

has already done civic projects, recently restoring 

and painting three houses in an area of town popu-

lated by the elderly.

Like the other groups, 705’s steering committee 

met with Forum 35 before launch. it also met with 

the group from Lake charles. 

“in different ways, we can work along the 10/12 

corridor on different issues facing the state,” said 

berthelot. 

adds hearod: “i would love to see us create 

a young professional summit, a meeting of the 

minds, getting all the members together. there is 

power in numbers.” •

fOrum 35 key PrOjeCts

(re)Inventing Redstick: a community 

conversation about issues. 

artmelt: a juried art show in downtown. 

Barton Community Leadership Program: 

a leadership program for Forum 35 

members named after philanthropist 

John barton.

Want more

 information about 

Forum 35 and its plans? 

Visit Forum35.org.

SouthweSt louiSiana/laFaYette/Baton Rouge/noRthShoRe
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Laura souter
DOwNTOwN piONEER

h
er friends said she was crazy, but when Laura 

souter launched a salon eight years ago, 

there was one neighborhood she wanted to 

be in: downtown. 

“i was reading a book then about being a vision-

ary,” she recalls. “it said when everyone is going in 

one direction, you need to turn around and go the 

other way. then you’ll be ahead when the trend 

changes.” 

souter was a pioneer, among the earliest to gam-

ble on the promise of a reclaimed downtown, which 

was sparked by the Plan baton rouge strategy. she 

figured her ace in the hole was a deep supply of 

business clients. she borrowed $96,000 to open the 

atelier on north boulevard in december 2000.

“i figured that it made so much sense to open 

downtown it was scary,” says souter, 46, a baton 

rouge native. 

reality was different. 

“within nine months, i lost half my customers be-

cause of parking,” she says. she hadn’t factored the 

resistance of her suburban customers to meters and 

pay lots. 

but she chipped away and lured new clients, even-

tually needing more space. she got wind of the 

capitol house hotel’s renovation, and pressed hard 

to be its resident salon and day spa. the new atelier 

rouge opened in the hilton capitol center in 2006. 

overall, it’s been a good move. sales have grown 

annually. but despite valet services, customers still 

resist urban parking. souter also finds most baton 

rouge residents think of other neighborhoods when 

they need a salon. 

“More people are coming downtown to eat su-

shi, but they’re not coming downtown to shop or get 

their hair cut,” she says. 

nevertheless, souter will remain, planning to edge 

out competition with strong customer service and 

a boutique vibe and hoping working folks will inte-

grate her services into their weekday routines. and 

as downtown continues to draw more residents, 

she’ll be ahead of the trend. 

“i’m not going anywhere.”

—maggie heyn riChardsOn
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Full schedule available at www.planningexcellence.org
R.S.V.P. to summit@c-pex.org

This event is free and open to the public.

Manship Theatre at the Shaw Center for the Arts
Downtown Baton Rouge

The Center for Planning Excellence invites you 
to hear nationally-renowned speakers discuss
- innovative transportation solutions
- safe and pedestrian-friendly communities
- green construction and sustainable landscapes

Thursday, August 14, 2008
&  Friday, August 15, 2008

Are we building in a way that will work for the future?

Doors open at 8:00 a.m. each day.

Chenevert Architects; BROWN+DANOS landdesign, inc.; Downtown Development District;
La Capitol Federal Credit Union; LSU College of Art & Design; Phelps Dunbar, LLP;

Settlement at Willow Grove; Stanley Consultants

Ardaman & Associates; Newton Landscape Group; Remson, Haley, Herpin Architects, APAC

Friends of
LSU Hilltop
Arboretum
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working with people who live in Old South Baton Rouge, she has led the Baton Rouge area 

Foundation’s project to revive the neighborhood between downtown and lSu—and Old 

South Baton Rouge is breathing again. with new homes replacing tired housing projects. 

with children studying at the new head Start center and reading at the Carver Branch 

library. with developers taking chances on a neighborhood once given up for gone. 

gwen’s work is paid for by another set of believers—members of the Baton Rouge area 

Foundation. Their generosity lets the Foundation spark the creation of experimental public 

schools, celebrate literature and the arts, and put a shine on Old South Baton Rouge.

Gwen Hamilton 
   is among the believers. 

Join the believers. 
Become a member by calling helen Fisher at 225.387.6126 or visiting BRaF.org.

Memberships start at $100.


